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Abstract 
We examine whether fundamental measures of volatility are incremental to market based 
measures of volatility in (i) predicting bankruptcies (out of sample), (ii) explaining cross-
sectional variation in credit spreads, and (iii) explaining future credit excess returns.  Our 
fundamental measures of volatility include (i) historical volatility in profitability, margins, 
turnover, operating income growth, and sales growth, (ii) dispersion in analyst forecasts of 
future earnings, and (iii) quantile regression forecasts of the interquartile range of the 
distribution of profitability.  We find robust evidence that these fundamental measures of 
volatility improve out of sample forecasts of bankruptcy and are useful in explaining cross-
sectional variation in credit spreads.  This suggests that an analysis of credit risk can be 
enhanced with a detailed analysis of fundamental information.  As a test case of the benefit of 
volatility forecasting, we document an improved ability to forecast future credit excess 
returns, particularly when using fundamental measures of volatility. 
 
JEL classification: G12; G14; M41 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Fixed income markets are enormous.  As of December 31, 2016 over 45 trillion 
dollars of investment grade bonds were included in the Barclays/Bloomberg ‘Global 
Aggregate’ Index (‘AGG’).  Out of the ‘AGG’, roughly 10 trillion dollars represents bonds 
issued by investment grade rated companies from developed markets.  In addition, there is 
about 1.5 trillion dollars of corporate bonds outstanding that have been issued by high yield 
rated companies from developed markets.  Together, investment grade and high yield 
corporate credit is a very large market, and to date little research has explored the role of 
fundamental analysis in the context of credit markets.  
The key risk in credit markets is default.  Investors who are ‘long’ credit claims are 
exposed to the risk that the issuer will default before making all of the contractual payments 
required by the credit instrument.  The ‘workhorse’ model in understanding how the risk of 
default links to security prices in credit markets is Merton (1974).  In these structural models 
volatility is arguably the most important primitive variable for determining default risk.   
While there are many variants of structural models, a common theme is that a firm will 
‘default’ if its asset value is below a default threshold at some future point. Thus, structural 
models provide a framework to quantify the probability that a firm will have an insufficient 
asset value to satisfy its existing debt commitments.  A firm’s ‘closeness’ to the default 
threshold is a function of both (i) the expected difference between asset values and existing 
debt commitments, and (ii) volatility.  For a given asset value and capital structure today, 
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higher expected volatility implies a greater probability that future asset values will be 
insufficient to cover debt commitments (i.e., a greater chance of default).1    
Our objective is to conduct a comprehensive empirical analysis on the usefulness of 
market based and fundamental based measures of volatility from the perspective of a credit 
investor.  The FASB recognizes the potential usefulness of fundamental information 
contained in general purpose financial reports for both equity and debt investors.  It is this 
latter group that we focus on.  While there exists a rich literature examining how accounting 
data can be used to help forecast corporate bankruptcy and default (see e.g., Beaver, 1966; 
Altman, 1968; Ohlson, 1980; Beaver, McNichols and Rhie, 2005; Bharath and Shumway, 
2008; Campbell, Hilscher and Szilagyi, 2008; and Correia, Richardson and Tuna, 2012), 
there is scant analysis of how fundamental measures of risk can be used to improve credit 
related investment decisions.  Most of these studies use a mix of fundamental and market 
based variables to predict bankruptcy, but a common theme in this past research is the central 
importance of market based measures of volatility.  A recent notable exception is 
Konstantinidi and Pope (2016) who document that quantile based forecasts of the risks 
embedded in accounting rates of return can help explain credit ratings and credit spreads.  
Our focus is on whether information from the accounting system could be additive to market 
based measures of volatility in helping investors in the credit markets quantify default risk 
and how that default risk is priced.  While it is clear that measuring asset volatility is key for 
credit markets, it is ultimately an empirical question as to whether, and how, measures of 
asset volatility derived from financial statement data can be additive to market based 
                                                 
1 Other studies using a structural approach to explain credit spreads include Crouhy, Galai and Mark (2000), 
Eom, Helwege and Huang (2004),  Arora, Bohn and Zhu (2005), Cremers, Driessen and Maenhout (2008), 
Zhang, Zhou and Zhu (2009), and Correia, Richardson and Tuna (2012). 
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measures of asset volatility.  At a minimum the information contained in historical volatility 
of fundamentals (e.g., accounting rates of return) is different from market based measures.  
Financial statements are prepared under modified historical cost accounting (not full mark to 
market).  Penman (2016) suggests that the unconditional conservatism built into the financial 
reporting system creates the possibility of risk to be reflected in the outputs of that system.  
And it is volatility in these outputs that we examine. 
We source our market based measures of asset volatility from traded security prices in 
secondary markets.  We derive several measures of historical asset volatility ranging from a 
simple deleveraging of historical equity volatility to a complete measure that uses historical 
equity and credit return volatilities and historical return correlations (see e.g., Schaefer and 
Strebulaev, 2008).  We also combine forward looking market information using the implied 
volatility from at-the-money put and call options.  Our fundamental based measures of 
volatility are obtained from the primary financial statements and are designed to capture 
fundamental volatility in unlevered profitability.  We use a wide range of fundamental 
volatility measures including (i) historical volatility in profitability, margins, turnover, 
operating income growth, and sales growth, (ii) dispersion in analyst forecasts of future 
earnings, and (iii) quantile regression forecasts of the interquartile range of the distribution of 
profitability (see e.g., Konstantinidi and Pope, 2016). 
Our empirical analysis is comprised of three main sections.  First, we examine the 
relative importance of market based and fundamental based measures of asset volatility to 
forecast (out of sample) bankruptcy and default.  For a large sample of U.S. firms over the 
1989-2012 period using traditional discrete hazard modelling and Classification and 
Regression Trees (CART) methodology, which allows for non-linear and interactive 
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associations between probability of default and different explanatory variables, we find that 
combining information about volatility from market and fundamental sources improves 
forecasts of corporate bankruptcy.  Our bankruptcy prediction models are superior to the 
standard models used in extant research in at least two respects.  First, we demonstrate 
improvement in out of sample classification accuracy, which is typically not reported (see 
e.g., Altman, 1968; Ohlson, 1980; Bharath and Shumway, 2008; and Campbell, Hilscher and 
Szilagyi, 2008).  Second, we show that combining multiple measures of volatility generates 
superior forecasts relative to prevailing bankruptcy forecasting models (e.g., Campbell, 
Hilscher and Szilagyi, 2008). 
Second, we assess the relative importance of market based and fundamental based 
measures of asset volatility to explain cross-sectional variation in credit spreads. Assuming 
markets are reasonably efficient with respect to the usefulness of market and fundamental 
based measures of volatility in forecasting (out of sample) bankruptcies, these measures 
should also be useful in explaining variation in credit spreads. Using traditional 
unconstrained linear regression analysis and CART, which allows for various non-linear and 
interactive effects, we find that combining market and fundamental based volatility estimates 
improves explanatory power of cross-sectional credit spreads, although the market based 
measures appear to dominate fundamental measures of asset volatility.  This analysis is 
robust to a broad cross-section of corporate bond spreads over the 1992-2012 period as well 
as CDS spreads over the shorter 2004-2012 period.  We extend this analysis by using market 
and fundamental based measures of asset volatility within the structural model of Merton 
(1974).  This constrained use of asset volatility significantly improves our ability to explain 
cross-sectional variation in credit spreads.  This is because the relation between leverage and 
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asset volatility and default risk, and hence credit spreads, is inherently non-linear.  For the 
constrained analysis we continue to find robust evidence that combining market and 
fundamental based volatility estimates improves explanatory power of cross-sectional credit 
spreads, but again the market based measures appear to dominate fundamental measures of 
asset volatility.   
Third, we explore the relative importance of market based and fundamental based 
measures of asset volatility to forecast future credit excess returns.  We undertake this 
analysis given the somewhat surprising result from our first two sets of analyses.  In the first 
set of empirical analysis we find that both market and fundamental based measures of asset 
volatility are important to forecast bankruptcy, but in our second set of analysis, market based 
measures tend to dominate.  This raises the possibility that credit markets are not paying 
enough attention to fundamental based measures of asset volatility.  Using the regression 
framework from Correia, Richardson and Tuna (2012) we assess whether measures of credit 
risk mispricing (the difference between observed credit spreads and modelled credit spreads 
using either market or fundamental based measures of asset volatility) is useful in predicting 
future credit excess returns.  If the market is not paying enough attention to fundamental 
measures of asset volatility we would expect to see measures of credit risk mispricing based 
on fundamental asset volatility be more predictive of future credit excess returns.  Using a 
large sample of corporate bonds over the 1996-2012 period we find results consistent with 
this hypothesis. 
Overall, our paper fits into the broad default forecasting literature and the more recent 
literature linking fundamental analysis to asset pricing attributes from the credit market (both 
spreads and returns). The paper also relates, more broadly to the risk ratings (e.g., Liu, 
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Markov and Tamayo (2007) and to the credit ratings literatures (e.g., Kraft, 2014). Our 
results speak to the relevance of fundamental analysis from the perspective of a credit 
investor.  While our focus is on measuring ‘asset volatility’ using fundamental information, 
there are additional aspects of financial statement information that are also relevant from the 
perspective of a credit investor including measuring different aspects of leverage: on and off 
balance sheet financial leverage as well as operating leverage.  Given the growing size and 
importance of credit markets globally, we hope that future research can continue to explore 
the relevance of financial statement information for credit valuation. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 describes our sample 
selection and research design.  Section 3 presents our empirical analysis and robustness tests, 
and section 4 concludes. 
 
2.  Sample and research design 
 
2.1 Secondary credit market data 
Our analysis is based on a comprehensive panel of U.S. corporate bond data, which 
includes all the constituents of (i) Barclays U.S. Corporate Investment Grade Index, and (ii) 
Barclays U.S. High Yield Index. The data includes monthly returns and bond characteristics 
from September 1988 to February 2013.  We exclude financial firms with SIC codes between 
6000 and 6999.   
 
2.2 Representative bond  
Given that corporate issuers often issue multiple bonds and that our analysis is 
directed at measuring asset volatility of the issuer, we need to select a representative bond for 
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each issuer.  To do this, we follow the criteria in Haesen, Houweling and VanZundert (2013).  
We repeat this exercise every month for our sample period. The criteria used for identifying 
the representative bond are selected so as to create a sample of liquid and cross-sectionally 
comparable bonds.  Specifically, we select representative bonds on the basis of (i) seniority, 
(ii) maturity, (iii) age, and (iv) size. 
First, we filter bonds on the basis of seniority.  Because most companies issue the 
majority of their bonds as senior debt, we select only bonds corresponding to the largest 
rating of the issuer.  To do this we first compute the amount of bonds outstanding for each 
rating category for a given issuer. We then keep only those bonds that belong to the rating 
category which contains the largest fraction of debt outstanding.  This category of bonds 
tends to have the same rating as the issuer.  Second, we then filter bonds on the basis of 
maturity. If the issuer has bonds with time to maturity between 5 and 15 years, we remove all 
other bonds for that issuer from the sample. If not, we keep all bonds in the sample.  Third, 
we then filter bonds on the basis of time since issuance.  If the issuer has any bonds that are at 
most two years old, we remove all other bonds for that issuer. If not, we keep all bonds from 
that issuer in the sample. Finally, we filter on the basis of size.  Of the remaining bonds, we 
pick the one with the largest amount outstanding.2 
                                                 
2 For example Basic Energy Services has two bonds in the Barclays Capital bond sample with return 
information for October 2009, one with rating BA3, another with rating CAA1. We first compute the fraction of 
debt outstanding for each rating. In this case, one half of the debt is rated BA3, and the other half CAA1, as the 
bonds have the same amount outstanding of 225,000. Therefore both bonds are kept in the sample after the first 
step. The second selection step is based on years to maturity. The first bond has 4.75 years to maturity and the 
second bond 6.46. We drop the first bond as time to maturity is lower than 5, and therefore the second bond is 
selected as the representative bond. Viacom Inc. has five bonds in the sample in December 2012, all with the 
same rating of BAA1. Two of these bonds have time to maturity between 5 and 15 years, therefore, we remove 
the remaining three bonds from the sample.  Both bonds were issued at the same time. They are both 1.36 years 
old. Therefore, we select the representative bond based on amount outstanding. Similar bond selection criteria 
are used by Correia, Richardson and Tuna (2012)  and Cascino (2017). 
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Our resulting sample includes 121,300 unique bond-month observations, 
corresponding to 5,362 bonds issued by 1,504 unique firms. Table 1, Panel A shows the 
industry composition of the sample, using Barclays Capital’s industry definitions. 
Approximately 35% of the sample firms are consumer products firms. Capital Goods firms 
and Basic Industry make up another 20% of the sample.  Sample bonds have an average 
option adjusted spread (OAS) of 3.31% over the sample period, and an average option 
adjusted duration of 5.16 years (Table 1, Panel B).  Appendix I defines these variables, as 
well as other variables used in the paper, in more detail. 
 
 
2.3 Measures of asset volatility  
2.3.1 Historical market data 
 We calculate historical equity volatility using the annualized standard deviation of 
CRSP realized daily stock returns over the past 252 days, σ୉. We combine historical credit 
and equity market data to obtain our first measure of asset volatility, σ୅ன:  
σ୅ன=ටωଶσ୉ଶ ൅ ሺ1 െ ωሻଶσୈଶ ൅ 2ωሺ1 െ ωሻρୈ,୉σ୉σୈ  (1) 
where ω is the ratio of the market value of the firm’s equity to the total firm value, σୈ is the 
annualized standard deviation of total monthly bond returns and ρୈ,୉	is an estimate of the 
historical correlation between equity and bond returns.  Note that while our selection of a 
representative bond can change each month for a given issuer, our correlation and volatility 
measures hold a given bond fixed when looking back in time. 
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 Table 1, Panel B presents descriptive statistics for the variables used to compute asset 
volatility. Sample firms have an average market leverage of approximately 36% (1-0.6348) 
and exhibit an average correlation between equity and debt returns ρୈ,୉ of 0.2194. 
 
2.3.2 Forward looking market data 
 We obtain Black-Scholes implied volatility estimates for at-the-money 91-day options 
from the OptionMetrics Ivy DB standardized database.3  We average the implied volatility for 
a 91-day put and call option.  Based on this implied equity volatility, σ୍, we compute σ୅ன୍ , 
using the approach in (1). Option implied volatility has been shown to have incremental 
power with respect to historical volatility in explaining time-series and cross-sectional 
variation in credit spreads (Cremers, Driessen, Maenhout and Weinbaum, 2008; Cao, Yu and 
Zhong, 2010). 
 
2.3.3 Fundamental data 
Following Penman (2014), we use return on net operating assets	ሺRNOAሻ as the 
measure of unlevered (or enterprise) profitability. For each quarter we compute RNOA as 
operating income (‘OIADPQ’) to average net operating assets ሺNOAሻ during the quarter. 
We construct a simple fundamental volatility measure, σ୊ , based on the historical 
volatility of quarterly RNOA which we then average across fiscal quarters to remove the 
effects of seasonality. Specifically, we compute σ୊  as: 
                                                 
3 The standardized implied volatilities are calculated by OptionMetrics using linear interpolation from their 
Volatility Surface file.  
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σ୊ ൌ෍Std
ሺRNOA୩ሻ
4
ସ
୩ୀଵ
 
(2) 
where  Std୩ሺRNOA୧୲୩ሻ is the standard deviation of RNOA for quarter k calculated over the 
previous 20 quarters, requiring a minimum of 10 quarters of data. We annualize σ୊ , by 
multiplying the average standard deviation by √4. 
 Our second fundamental volatility measure, σ୍୕ୖ, is based on an estimate of the 
interquartile range of the distribution of profitability, which is obtained using a quantile 
regression approach (Konstantinidi and Pope, 2016). This approach, which is described in 
detail in Appendix III, has the advantage of not requiring time series data for computation as 
it relies only on cross-sectional fundamental characteristics. 
Our third fundamental volatility measure is based on the dispersion of analysts’ 
earnings forecasts. The dispersion of analysts’ earnings forecasts may be regarded as a proxy 
for future earnings (fundamental) uncertainty. We obtain the standard deviations of analyst 
EPS forecasts for the following two fiscal years (σ୊୉୔ୗభ, σ୊୉୔ୗమ) from the IBES Summary 
database, and compute a weighted average standard deviation as follows: 
σ୊୉୔ୗ ൌ ασ୊୉୔ୗభ ൅ ሺ1 െ αሻσ୊୉୔ୗమ (3) 
where α is the number of months to the end of the current fiscal year divided by 12.  
 Based on the Dupont decomposition of profitability into profit margin and asset 
turnover, we further compute the volatility of operating margins (the ratio of operating 
income to sales) and asset turnover (the ratio of sales to total assets).  Similarly to σ୊ , these 
volatilities, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ and σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, represent an average of quarter-specific volatilities. We 
calculate two additional fundamental volatility measures, the volatility of operating income  
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growth (σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ) and the volatility of sales growth (σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ). Operating income 
(sales) growth is defined as the percentage change in operating income (sales) relative to the 
same quarter of the previous year.                  
  
2.3.4. Correlations across volatility measures 
Table 1, Panel C reports descriptive statistics for the different volatility measures. We 
winsorize all volatility measures at the 1st and  99th percentile values of their respective 
distributions. These measures exhibit differences in scale. We discuss how we deal with 
differences in scale when using different measures of asset volatility to derive implied credit 
spreads in section 3.2.2. 
 Panel D of Table 1 reports the average monthly pairwise correlations across volatility 
measures. Historical equity volatility, σ୉, is highly correlated with implied volatility, σ୍, 
[0.8814 (0.9005) Pearson (Spearman) correlation].  The Pearson (Spearman) correlation 
between these equity volatility measures and debt volatility, σୈ, ranges between 0.4329 and 
0.4878 (0.3064 and 0.3377), respectively.  As a result, the correlations between weighted 
asset volatilities and the corresponding equity volatility measures are, on average, lower than 
0.75. The Pearson (Spearman) correlations among the different fundamental volatility 
measures range from -0.0670 to 0.6717 (-0.2007 to 0.6161) and average 0.2152 (0.2237). 
Pairwise Pearson (Spearman) correlations between fundamental based and market based asset 
volatility measures (σ୅ன, σ୅ன୍ 	ሻ average 0.2042  (0.2317). 
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2.4 Bankruptcy data and distance to default 
We estimate the probability of bankruptcy based on a large sample of Chapter 7 and 
Chapter 11 bankruptcies filed between 1980 and the end of 2012. We combine bankruptcy 
data from four main sources: Beaver, Correia, and McNichols (2012)4; the New Generation 
Research bankruptcy database (bankruptcydata.com); Mergent FISD; and the UCLA-Lo 
Pucki bankruptcy database.  
We use a discrete time hazard model and include three types of observations in the 
estimation: non-bankrupt firms, years before bankruptcy for bankrupt firms, and bankruptcy 
years (Shumway, 2001). Our dependent variable is equal to 1 if a firm files for bankruptcy 
within 1 year of the end of the month, and 0 otherwise. We keep the first bankruptcy filing 
and remove from the sample all months after this filing. 
 Following Correia, Richardson and Tuna (2012) we use quarterly financial data to 
compute the default barrier and update market data on a monthly basis to obtain monthly 
estimates of the probabilities of bankruptcy. Market variables are measured at the end of each 
month and accounting variables are based on the most recent quarterly information reported 
before the end of the month. We winsorize all independent variables at 1% and 99%.  We 
ensure that all independent variables are observable before the declaration of bankruptcy.  
Furthermore, to ensure that prediction is made out of sample and to avoid a potential bias of 
ex post over-fitting the data, we estimate coefficients using an expanding window approach. 
                                                 
4 Beaver, Correia, and McNichols (2012) combine the bankruptcy database from Beaver, McNichols, and Rhie 
(2005), which was derived from multiple sources including CRSP, Compustat, Bankruptcy.com, Capital 
Changes Reporter, and a list provided by Shumway with a list of bankruptcy firms provided by Chava and 
Jarrow and used in Chava and Jarrow (2004). 
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We convert the different scores into probabilities as follows: Prob ൌ eୱୡ୭୰ୣ 1 ൅ eୱୡ୭୰ୣ⁄ . All 
of the models are nonlinear transformations of various fundamental and market data.  
The primary regression model for estimating bankruptcy over the next 12 months is as 
follows: 
	Pr	ሺY୧୲ାଵ ൌ 1ሻ ൌ f ቂln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ , Exret୧୲, lnሺE୧୲ሻ, Pହ,௜௧, Skew௜௧, Kurt௜௧, σ୩,୧୲ቃ             (4) 
ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ is a measure of dollar distance to default barrier (akin to an inverse measure 
of leverage).  We compute V୧୲ as the sum of the market value of the firm’s equity and the 
book value of debt.  We compute our default barrier,	X୧୲, as the sum of  short-term debt 
(‘DLCQ’) and half of long-term debt (‘DLTTQ’) as reported at the most recent fiscal quarter 
(see e.g., Bharath and Shumway, 2008).	Exret୧୲ is the excess equity return over the value 
weighted market return over the previous 12 months.   lnሺE୧୲ሻ is the logarithm of the market 
value of equity measured at the start of the forecasting month.  ହܲ,௜௧ is an estimate of the 5th 
percentile of the distribution of RNOA. It is calculated as described in Appendix III, using the 
quantile regressions employed in Konstantinidi and Pope (2016). ହܲ,௜௧ is a measure of “left-
tail” risk in profitability. Skew௜௧ is an estimate of the skewness of the distribution of RNOA. 
Following Konstantinidi and Pope (2016) we estimate skewness as ሺ௉ళఱି௉ఱబሻିሺ௉ఱబି௉మఱሻூொோ , where 
ܫܴܳ is the interquartile range ( ଻ܲହ െ ଶܲହሻ. Accordingly, Skew௜௧ ranges between -1 and 1 and 
is zero when the distribution of ܴܱܰܣ is symmetric within the interquartile range. Kurt௜௧ is 
an estimate of the kurtosis of the distribution of RNOA, estimated following Konstantinidi 
and Pope (2016) as ሺ௉ఴళ.ఱି௉లమ.ఱሻାሺ௉యళ.ఱି௉భమ.ఱሻூொோ . σ୩,୧୲ is the respective measure of asset volatility 
as defined in section 2.3.  The choice of independent variables is based on the Merton model 
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of credit spreads to which we add a measure of left-tail risk. We estimate equation (4) using 
various combinations of our measures of asset volatility over different samples to assess the 
relative importance of market based and fundamental based measures of asset volatility in the 
context of forecasting bankruptcy. 
Our priors for equation (4) are as follows: (i) ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ is expected to be negatively 
associated with bankruptcy likelihood (the further the market value of assets is from the 
default barrier the lower the likelihood of hitting that barrier in the next 12 months), (ii) 
Exret୧୲ is expected to be negatively associated with bankruptcy likelihood (assuming there is 
information content in security prices, decreases in security prices should be associated with 
increased bankruptcy likelihood), (iii) lnሺE୧୲ሻ is expected to be negatively associated with 
bankruptcy likelihood (large firms offer better diversification and better realizations of asset 
values in the event of default), (iv) ହܲ,௜௧ is expected to be negatively associated with 
bankruptcy likelihood (the higher the 5th percentile of the RNOA distribution, the lower the 
probability that asset value will fall below the book value of debt); (v) Skew௜௧ is expected to 
be negatively associated with bankruptcy likelihood (the more negatively skewed the 
distribution of earnings, the higher the likelihood the asset value will fall below the book 
value of debt); (vi) Kurt௜௧ is expected to be positively associated with bankruptcy likelihood 
(higher kurtosis indicates that the density of the tails of the distribution is higher than what 
would be expected under a normal distribution); and (vii) σ୩,୧୲ is expected to be positively 
associated with bankruptcy likelihood (the greater the volatility of the asset value the greater 
the chance of passing through the default barrier). 
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In an alternative specification, we also control for the level of option adjusted spreads 
(OAS௜௧), as a market based measure of credit risk. To the extent that credit market participants 
incorporate fundamental volatility in assessing credit risk, OAS௜௧ could subsume the 
fundamental volatility measures. 
 
2.5 Credit Spreads 
Given that a measure of asset volatility is useful in forecasting bankruptcy, and under 
the assumption that security prices in the secondary credit market are reasonably efficient, we 
also test how different combinations of measures of asset volatility are able to explain cross-
sectional variation in credit spreads.  We view the analysis of credit spreads as supporting 
evidence for assessing the information content of fundamental and market based measures of 
asset volatility. 
We do this via two approaches.  First, we estimate an unconstrained cross-sectional 
regression where we include multiple measures of determinants of credit spreads in a linear 
model.  Second, we estimate a constrained cross-sectional regression where we combine our 
various measures of asset volatility into measures of distance to default which are in turn 
mapped to an implied credit spread following the approach in Crouhy, Galai and Mark 
(2000), Kealhofer (2003) and Arora, Bohn and Zhu (2005).  A benefit of the constrained 
approach is that it combines the dollar distance to default, ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, with measures of asset 
volatility, σ୩,୧୲, to better identify ‘closeness’ to the default threshold.  An unconstrained 
regression is unable to capture the inherent non-linear relations between leverage, asset 
volatility, defaults (bankruptcy) and credit spreads. 
For the unconstrained approach we estimate the following regression model: 
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OAS୧୲ ൌ αଵln ൬V୧୲X୧୲൰ ൅ αଶExret୧୲ ൅ αଷlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αସPହ,௜௧ ൅ αହSkew௜௧ ൅ α଺Kurt௜௧
൅෍α୩ା଺σ୩,୧୲
୏
୩ୀଵ
൅ ΓControl୧୲ ൅ ε୧୲ 
 
(5) 
 
 
OAS୧୲ is the option adjusted spread for the respective bond as reported in the Barclays 
Index.  An intercept is not reported as we include time fixed effects. In addition to the 
determinants of bankruptcy, i.e., ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, Exret୧୲, lnሺE୧୲ሻ, Pହ,௜௧, Skew௜௧, Kurt௜௧, and σ୩,୧୲, 
which are all issuer level determinants of credit risk, we also include issue-specific 
determinants of credit risk and liquidity that will influence the level of credit spreads.  
Specifically, our additional controls include: (i) Rating୧୲ which is the issue-specific rating 
(higher rated issues are expected to have higher credit spreads, given that we code ratings to 
be increasing in risk), (ii) Age୧୲ is the time since issuance in years (liquidity is decreasing for 
progressively ‘off the run’ securities, so we expect credit spreads to be increasing in time 
since issuance), and (iii) Duration୧୲ is option adjusted duration of the issue (for the vast 
majority of corporate issuers the credit term structure is upward sloping so we expect credit 
spreads to increase with duration, see e.g., Helwege and Turner, 1999). 
 For the constrained approach, we then estimate the following regression model: 
OAS୧୲ ൌ αଵExret୧୲ ൅ αଶlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αଷPହ,௜௧ ൅ αସSkew௜௧ ൅ αହKurt௜௧ ൅෍α୩ାହ
୏
୩ୀଵ
CS஢ౡ,౟౪
൅ ΓControl୧୲ ൅ ε୧୲ 
 
(6) 
 
CS஢ౡ,౟౪ is the theoretical credit spread for the kth measure of asset volatility. The estimation of 
theoretical credit spreads entails six main steps (which are described in detail in Appendix II): 
(1) we standardize each asset volatility measure and match its moments to the moments of 
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weighted historical asset volatility, ߪ஺ఠ; (2) we construct estimates of distance to default, 
based on each asset volatility measure; (3) we empirically map each distance to default 
measure to our bankruptcy data  using a discrete time hazard model to generate a forecast of 
physical bankruptcy probability (please see equation (A.1) of Appendix II);5 (4) we compute 
a cumulative physical bankruptcy probability by cumulating default probabilities over the 
duration of the bond; (5) we convert each cumulative physical probability measure into a 
risk-neutral measure, by adding a risk-premium (please see equation (A.2.) of Appendix II); 
(6) based on this risk-neutral measure and the expected recovery rate (which is assumed to be 
constant) we calculate theoretical credit spread is then calculated as in equation (A.3), based 
on this risk-neutral measure and the expected recovery rate (which is assumed to be 
constant). 
We obtain a different theoretical credit spread for each asset volatility measure. We 
estimate two additional credit spreads, CS஢ఽ౒ృ	and CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ, based on the combination of 
our seven fundamental volatility measures (i.e., σ୊ ,	σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ). CS஢ఽ౒ృ and CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ differ in the way in which the different 
volatilities are combined. To obtain CS஢ఽ౒ృ, we take the average of the seven fundamental 
volatility measures after step (1) above (i.e., after matching their respective moments to σ୅ఠ). 
We then follow steps (2) to (6), using this average as a measure of fundamental volatility. In 
contrast, to calculate CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ we first follow steps (1) to (3) to obtain estimates of the 
physical default probabilities corresponding to each of the seven fundamental volatility 
measures. We then take the average of these physical default probabilities, and follow steps 
                                                 
5 We estimate this model using expanding windows to ensure that all observation used in the estimation is 
available at time ݐ. 
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(4) to (6) based on this average. The average monthly correlation between CS஢ఽ౒ృ and 
CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ is above 0.9 (Table 1, Panel E).  
 CS஢ఽ౒ృ and CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ exhibit an average Pearson (Spearman) correlation with 
market based credit spreads (	CS஢ఽಡ, CS஢ఽ౅ಡ ) of 0.7740 (0.5938), and an average Pearson 
(Spearman) correlation of 0.7172 (0.6165) with observed credit spreads. The high correlation 
with OAS suggests that our structured use of leverage and asset volatility as outlined in 
Appendix II is an effective way to aggregate market and fundamental information for credit 
valuation purposes.  
Theoretical spreads based on historical security data or option implied volatility 
exhibit a higher correlation with observed spreads than theoretical spreads based on 
fundamental accounting data. In particular, OAS exhibits an average Pearson (Spearman) 
correlation with market based spreads (CS஢ఽಡ, CS஢ఽ౅ಡ ) of 0.7664 (0.6946) and an average 
Pearson (Spearman) correlation with accounting-based spreads (CS஢ఽ౒ృ, CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ) of 
0.7172 (0.6165).  Also note that CS஢ఽ౒ృ and  CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృexhibit stronger correlations with 
ܱܣܵ than CS஢ూ [the Pearson (Spearman) correlation between CS஢ూ and OAS is 0.6288 
(0.5781)]. This suggests that there is value to conducting a deeper financial statement 
analysis and to combining different fundamental volatility measures. 
 
3.  Results 
3.1 Bankruptcy forecasting 
Table 2 reports the estimation results of regression equation (4). The sample size used 
for the basis of estimating equation (4) is 81,802 bond-month observations (in specifications 
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with σ୍  the sample is reduced to 61,132 observations, as σ୍  is only available from 1996 
onwards). The sample is further reduced in specifications that include σ୊୉୔ୗ	 and hence 
require availability of IBES data. 
Across all specifications we find expected relations for our primary determinants: 
bankruptcy likelihood is decreasing in (i) distance to default barrier, ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, (ii) recent equity 
returns, Exret୧୲, and (iii) firm size, lnሺE୧୲ሻ.  The coefficients on Pହ,୧୲, Skew௜௧ and Kurt௜௧ are 
insignificant across most specifications. To assess the relative importance of our different 
measures of asset volatility, we first examine each measure individually after controlling for 
the same issuer level determinants of bankruptcy. Across models (1) to (6) in Table 2 we find 
that all of the measures of asset volatility are significantly positively associated with the 
probability of bankruptcy.  
To provide a sense of the relative economic significance across the different measures 
of asset volatility, we report in Panel B of Table 2 the marginal effects for each explanatory 
variable.  Specifically, we hold each explanatory variable at its average value and report the 
change in probability of bankruptcy for a one standard deviation change in the respective 
explanatory variable relative to the full sample unconditional probability of bankruptcy.  For 
example, column (1) in Panel B of Table 2 states that the marginal effect of σ୉ is 0.0110. 
This means that a one standard deviation change in σ୉ is associated with a 1.1% increase in 
bankruptcy probability, relative to the full sample unconditional probability of bankruptcy 
(0.80%).  Comparing marginal effects across explanatory variables reveals that the distance 
to default barrier is the most economically important explanatory variable.  Individually, the 
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most important measure of asset volatility is σ୍ (marginal effect of 0.0531 is the largest in the 
first 6 columns of Panel B of Table 2). 
Models (7) to (14) in Panel A combine different measures of asset volatility.  We do 
not include σ୉ and σ୍ in the same specification due to multi-collinearity (Panel D of Table 1 
shows that σ୉ and σ୍ have a parametric correlation of 0.8814).  In model (7) we start with 
issuer level determinants (ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, Exret୧୲, lnሺE୧୲ሻ, ହܲ,௜௧, Skew௜௧ and Kurt௜௧) and σ୉. We then 
add a measure of volatility from the credit markets, σୈ.  Combining market based measures 
of asset volatility from the equity and credit markets is superior to examining equity market 
information alone (the pseudo-R2 marginally increases from 39.22 percent in model (1) to 
39.84 percent in model (7) and from 28.52 percent in model (2) to 28.53 percent in model 
(11)). However, the coefficient on  σୈ is not statistically significant when σୈ is combined 
with σூ in model (11). In model (8) when we add our first measure of fundamental volatility, 
σ୊ , we find that both σୈ and σ୊ are significantly associated with bankruptcy, but σ୉ is not. 
When σ୊  is added to σ୍ and σୈ in model (12), σ୍ and σ୊  are significant but σୈ is not. Using 
the interquartile range of the RNOA distribution and the dispersion of analyst forecasts as 
measures of fundamental volatility in models (9) and (13) and in models (10) and (14), 
respectively, we find similar results: combining measures of volatility from market and 
fundamental sources improves explanatory power of bankruptcy prediction models.  While 
we do not run a horse-race between the fundamental volatility measures, we believe this 
could be an interesting avenue for future research. In un-tabulated robustness analysis, we 
document further that our fundamental volatility measures also improve upon the explanatory 
power of a bankruptcy prediction model that includes Merton-based volatility and leverage 
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measures (see e.g., Bharath and Shumway, 2008). This approach takes equity prices, equity 
volatility, and current leverage as given and then solves iteratively for asset value and asset 
volatility that price equity as a call option on the asset value of the firm. 
In Panel C, we add a control for the spread level, OAS.  We find that OAS subsumes 
σ୉ and σୈ, which both cease to be significant in models (1) and (3). Fundamental volatility 
measures remain significant, both when included by themselves (models (4) to (6)) and when 
combined with σ୉, σ୍	and σୈ (models (8) to (10) and (12) to (14)).  Interestingly, the 
marginal effects reported in panel D of Table 2 reveal that after controlling for credit spreads, 
the difference in the relative importance of market based and fundamental based measures is 
more muted.  For example, in models (12) to (14) σ୊, σ୍୕ୖ and σ୊୉୔ୗ have similar 
importance to  the market based measures. The fact that σ୊, σ୍୕ୖ and σ୊୉୔ୗ remain 
significant, after controlling for OAS could be consistent with the market not paying enough 
attention to fundamental measures of asset volatility. 
In Table 3, we start with a model that includes σ୍, σୈ and σ୊, in column (1).6 We then 
replace σ୊ by the volatility of operating profit margins,	σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, and the volatility of asset 
turnover, σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, in the spirit of the Dupont profitability decomposition. The Pearson 
(Spearman) correlation between σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ and σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ volatility is  0.0087 (-0.1665) 
(Table 1, Panel C). When we include both σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ and σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ in equation (4), we find 
that σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ is marginally significant but σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ is not (column (2)). We obtain similar 
results when we control for OAS in column (5)). The volatility of operating income growth 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ is significant in both specifications (columns (3) and (6)).  In unreported analysis 
                                                 
6 We keep the sample constant across columns (1) to (3) and (4) to (6). 
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we find similar results with the volatility of sales growth, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, but due to its high 
correlation with  σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ we do not report these results separately. 
One limitation with the traditional discrete hazard model analysis is that it cannot 
capture nonlinearities and interactions that are likely among the independent variables. As an 
alternative methodological approach, we analyze our default data using the Classification and 
Regression Trees (hereafter CART) methodology developed by Breiman, Friedman, Olshen 
and Stone (1984).7  Frydman, Altman and Kao (1985) apply this technique to the prediction 
of financial distress and document that it outperforms discriminant analysis in out of sample 
tests. The data is recursively split into more homogeneous subsets, using the Gini rule to 
choose the optimal split at each node of the tree. Based on this approach, we generate a 
maximal tree and a set of sub-trees. We then use 10-fold cross validation to estimate the area 
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (i.e., AUC) for the different sub-trees and 
retain the minimal cost tree. The resulting tree structure allows for non-linear and interactive 
associations between probability of default and the different explanatory variables, alleviating 
the concern that documented results are simply due to method variance. 
To focus on the relative importance of accounting and market based measures of asset 
volatility, we first apply this technique to a basic set of bankruptcy determinants, i.e., ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, 
Exret୧୲, lnሺE୧୲ሻ, Pହ,௜௧, Skew௜௧, Kurt௜௧ and a representative market based measure of asset 
volatility that combines information from implied equity option data and debt market 
volatility, σ୅ன୍ . The CART estimation does not pose the same multicollinearity issues as the 
discrete hazard model estimation reported in Tables 2 and 3, and therefore we are able to 
                                                 
7 We use the Salford Predictive Modeler software suit, developed by Salford Systems, to perform the CART 
analysis. 
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include all asset volatility measures simultaneously in the model. We thus augment the set of 
bankruptcy predictors with our seven fundamental volatility measures σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, 
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ.  
Panel A of Table 4 reports summary statistics for the predictive ability of the resulting 
trees.  Column (1) serves as the benchmark case where no fundamental based measures of 
asset volatility are included.  Comparing columns (1) and (2), it is clear that the test-sample 
(out of sample) AUC improves with the inclusion of fundamental based measures of asset 
volatility.  Note that the test-sample AUC for the augmented model is 0.9337, while the test-
sample AUC for the basic model that only includes market volatility is 0.9215. We use 
bootstrap resampling to test the statistical significance of improvement in AUC. In particular, 
we construct 100 bootstrap samples and apply CART to each of these samples, thus building 
100 different trees for each set of variables. We then compute the difference between the 
AUC of each of the augmented models and the AUC of the basic model. The 5th percentile of 
this difference is positive for the augmented model (column (2)), indicating that the 
improvement in the AUC achieved by incorporating the fundamental volatility measures is 
statistically significant at conventional levels. The relative cost (the simple sum of type I and 
type II classification errors) is also reduced by the inclusion of fundamental asset volatility 
measures.  In the base model the relative cost is 0.1716, however the inclusion of accounting 
based measures of asset volatility lowers the relative cost measure to 0.1374. The inclusion of 
ܱܣܵ in the model (column (3)) does not significantly increase the AUC with respect to the 
model that includes fundamental volatility information, and, in contrast, increases the relative 
cost. 
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To further understand the economic significance of fundamental based measures of 
asset volatility, we compute importance scores for each of the variables in the model (Panel B 
of Table 4).  These scores attempt to measure how much work a variable does in a particular 
tree.  They are calculated as the sum of the improvement that can be attributed to that variable 
at each node of the tree, weighted by the number of observations passing through that node 
(i.e., splits lower in the tree with only a smaller fraction of data passing through receive lower 
scores). For example, suppose that there are N observations in a given tree node (the “parent 
node”, ݐ), and that variable ݏ	is chosen to split those N observations into two “child nodes”  
(ݐ௅	and ݐோ). Variable ݏ, together with all the other variables used to recursively split the 
sample data in the tree, is called a “primary splitter.” The improvement attributed to variable 
ݏ in that specific node ݐ is simply ∆ܴሺݏ, ݐሻ ൌ ܴሺݐሻ െ ܴሺݐ௅ሻ െ ܴሺݐுሻ, with ܴሺݐሻ ൌ
ଵ
ே∑ ሺݕ௡ െ ݕതሺݐሻሻଶ௫೙∈௧ , and effectively reflects a change in the sum of square errors as a result 
of the split. In order to compute the variable importance score for variable s, we thus: (1) 
identify all the nodes ݐ in which variable ݏ is used as a splitter; (2) compute the split 
improvement (∆ܴሺݏ, ݐሻ) for all of these nodes; (3) adjust the split improvement to take into 
account the percentage of the sample flowing through each node; (4) add all the resulting 
improvement scores to compute the “raw” variable importance of variable ݏ; (5) rank and 
scale all “raw” variable importance scores, such that the variable with highest importance 
receives a score of 100.  Following Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984) we also 
examine the role that each variable plays as a surrogate. A surrogate is simply a substitute for 
a primary splitter at a certain node. The surrogate divides the data in a similar way to the 
primary splitter, and may thus be used to replace the primary splitter when the primary 
splitter is missing. Our “total variable importance” score considers the role of each variable 
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both as a primary splitter and as a surrogate.  It is estimated following the approach described 
above, except that we now identify all the nodes where CART selects the variable either as a 
primary splitter or a surrogate, and add all the corresponding improvement scores.  
Leverage is the most important variable in models (1) and (3). Furthermore, the 
importance scores of fundamental based measures of asset volatility are higher than those of 
market based volatility measures, both considering just the role of each variable as primary 
splitter and its combined role as primary splitter and surrogate. When OAS is included in the 
model (model (3)) it becomes the second highest importance variable (after leverage). While 
ܱܣܵ is assigned a total variable importance score of 94.35 in model (3), it has no importance 
as a primary splitter. This is in contrast with leverage which has a total variable importance of 
and a variable importance as a primary splitter of 100. This suggests that, while OAS is not 
directly used in the prediction tree, it plays an important role as a surrogate, i.e., it could 
replace leverage and other predictors if they were missing. Most importantly, the variable 
importance of the fundamental volatility measures remains high when OAS is added to the 
model, ranging from 7.63 to 43.90, compared to the 2.34 variable importance of σ୅ன୍ .    
Variable importance scores capture the role played by a variable in a specific tree, and 
CART trees may be sensitive to the training data. This issue is partially addressed by the fact 
that we use cross-validation to build test samples and choose the optimal tree. To further 
circumvent this potential issue and assess the stability of our variable importance scores, we 
build 100 bootstrap samples and compute variable importance scores for each of these 
samples. Figure 1 plots the distribution (specifically, the minimum, 25th percentile, median, 
75th percentile and maximum) of these scores. Note that the ranking of the variables in each 
of the panels of Figure 1 may not exactly correspond to the ranking of the variables in Table 
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4, Panel B. This is because the ranking in Figure 1 is based on the median importance of the 
variable in the 100 trees built using the bootstrap samples, whereas the importance scores 
reported in Table 4, Panel B are based on the tree built using our original data. Both Figure 1 
and Table 4 highlight the importance of fundamental asset volatility for predicting defaults 
out of sample, when compared to both σ୅ன୍  and the basic set of bankruptcy determinants.  
 
3.2 Cross-sectional variation in credit spreads 
 
3.2.1 Unconstrained analysis 
Having established the information content of our candidate measures of asset 
volatility for bankruptcy prediction, we now turn to assess the information content of the 
same measures for secondary credit market prices.  As discussed in section 2.5, under the 
assumption that security prices in the secondary credit market are reasonably efficient, we 
expect to see that the determinants of bankruptcy prediction models should also be able to 
explain cross-sectional variation in credit spreads. 
Table 5 reports estimates of equation (5).  This is our unconstrained analysis of how, 
and whether, different measures of asset volatility have information content for security 
prices.  We include month fixed effects to control for macroeconomic factors, and as such we 
do not report an intercept. As discussed in section 2.5, we include additional issue specific 
measures (Rating୧୲, Age୧୲, and Duration୧୲) to help control for other known determinants of 
credit spreads.  Of course, it is possible that we are controlling for characteristics that 
subsume volatility by including these determinants, especially Rating୧୲. For example, the 
rating agencies may be using algorithms to assess credit risk that span fundamental and 
market data sources, and as such included rating categories might subsume the ability of this 
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data to explain cross-sectional variation in credit spreads.  In unreported analysis, we find that 
our inferences of the combined information content of market and accounting based 
information to measure asset volatility are unaffected by the inclusion of Rating୧୲. 
Across all models estimated in Table 5 we find expected relations for our primary 
determinants. Credit spreads are consistently decreasing in (i) distance to default barrier, 
ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, and (ii) firm size, lnሺE୧୲ሻ.  Credit spreads are consistently increasing in (i) credit 
rating (scaled to take higher values for higher yielding issues), Rating୧୲, and (ii) time since 
issuance, Age୧୲.  Recent excess equity returns, Exret୧୲, is usually negative across different 
models but is not consistently significant at conventional levels.  Option adjusted duration, 
Duration୧୲, is usually negatively associated with credit spreads. Pହ,୧୲ and Skew୧୲ exhibit 
negative coefficients across most models, but are often not significant at conventional levels. 
Conversely, Kurt୧୲ exhibits positive, but often insignificant, coefficients across most models. 
Models (1) to (6) in Table 5 examine each of our measures of asset volatility 
separately.  Individually, each of our measures of asset volatility is significantly positively 
associated with credit spreads.  To provide a sense of the relative economic significance 
across the different measures of asset volatility, we also report in Panel B of Table 5 the 
marginal effects for each explanatory variable.  Similar to the marginal effects reported in 
Table 2, we report the change in credit spreads for a one standard deviation change for the 
respective explanatory variable relative to the full sample unconditional mean credit spread. 
Individually, the most important measure of asset volatility is σ୉ (marginal effect of 0.7736 is 
the largest in the first 6 columns of Panel B of Table 5). 
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Models (7) to (14) in Table 5 combine different measures of asset volatility.  As in 
Table 2, we do not include σ୉ and σ୍ in the same specification due to multi-collinearity 
concerns.  In models (7) and (11) we add a measure of volatility from the credit markets, σୈ, 
to σ୉ and σ୍, respectively.  Consistent with the results in Table 2, combining market based 
measures of asset volatility from the equity and credit markets is superior to examining equity 
market information alone (the R2 increases from 52.5 percent in model (1) to 57.7 percent in 
model (7) and from 65.9 percent in model (2) to 70.4 percent in model (11)). When we add 
our measures of fundamental volatility, σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ and σ୊୉୔ୗ, to the model that includes σ୉  
and σୈ  (i.e., model (7)) we find that the three measures are significantly associated with 
credit spreads. In terms of relative economic significance in model (8), σୈ is 1.47 times as 
large as that for σ୉, and σ୊ is only 8 percent as large as that for σ୉. Similarly, in model (9), 
σୈ is 1.48 times as large as that for σ୉, and σ୍୕ୖ is 16 percent as large as that for σ୉. Finally, 
in model (10), σୈ is 1.46 times as large as that for σ୉, and σ୊୉୔ୗ is 27 percent as large as that 
for σ୉. When σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ and σ୊୉୔ୗ are added to a model that includes σ୍ and σୈ, σ୍୕ୖ remains 
statistically significant, but σ୊  and σ୊୉୔ୗ become insignificant. 
In Table 6, we start with a model that includes σ୍ , σୈ  and σ୊ . We then replace σ୊  
by σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ and σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, based on the Dupont decomposition, and examine the 
incremental explanatory power of these variables. Neither σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ nor σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ are 
statistically significant. In column (3) we, instead, replace σ୊  by σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, which, 
contrary to expectation, has a negative and significant coefficient. In columns (4) to (6) we 
remove ܴܽݐ݅݊݃ from the model, as credit rating agencies may take into account fundamental 
volatility, and specifically, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, in assigning credit ratings. In fact, the correlation 
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between ܴܽݐ݅݊݃ and σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ (untabulated) is 0.5246. The coefficient on σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ 
remains negative but insignificant. 
In Table 7, we report the results from a CART regression analysis of ܱܣܵ. Column 
(1) of Panel A presents the base model, which includes a market based measure of asset 
volatility σ୅୍ఠ . Column (2) adds the fundamental volatility measures to the base model. As in 
the CART bankruptcy prediction analysis in Table 4 we are able to add all fundamental 
volatility measures simultaneously, as multicollinearity does not raise estimation concerns. 
The inclusion of fundamental volatility measures increases the test sample (i.e., out of 
sample) R2  from 0.7455 to 0.7796. This increase is significant at the 5% level. The R2 of the 
model further increases to 0.7859 as ܴܽݐ݅݊݃ is included.  
Panel B reports the variable importance scores. Consistent with the analysis in Table 
5, the average variable importance of fundamental volatility measures (12.94 in model (2) an 
12.55 in model (3)) is considerably lower than the variable importance of the market based 
measure, σ୅୍ఠ  (55.53 in model (2) and 46.78 in model (3)). Figure 2 plots the distribution of 
variable importance across the 100 bootstrapped samples.   It confirms that fundamental 
volatility measures have much lower variable importance scores than market based volatility 
measures. This is in stark contrast to the findings of the bankruptcy prediction CART analysis 
reported in Figure 1, where σ୅୍ఠ  was the variable with the lowest importance. 
Given the similarity in relative importance of market and fundamental based measures 
of volatility for the purposes of forecasting bankruptcy (out of sample) reported in tables 2-4, 
and the difference in relative importance of market and fundamental based measures of 
volatility for the purposes of explaining cross-sectional variation in credit spreads in tables 5-
7 (with market based measures seeming to be more important), this raises the possibility the 
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market is not paying sufficient attention to fundamental based measures of asset volatility. 
We return to this issue in section 3.3.  
3.2.2 Constrained analysis 
We now assess the relative information content of the different measures of volatility 
in a constrained specification.  As described in Appendix II and equation (A.1), we combine 
our measures of asset volatility with dollar distance to default (ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ) to identify a distance 
to default barrier in standard deviation units.  We then calibrate the various distance to default 
measures to an expected physical default probability which is converted to an implied spread 
as per equations (A.2) and (A.3).  We thus generate k different theoretical spreads where the 
difference is attributable to the use of different measures of asset volatility.  This approach is 
arguably superior to the unconstrained analysis discussed in section 3.2.1 because of the 
inherent non-linearity between leverage, asset volatility, defaults (bankruptcy) and credit 
spreads.  Two firms could have the same dollar distance to default but different levels of asset 
volatility.  It is the ratio of these two measures that matters for determining physical 
bankruptcy probability, not the two measures separately. 
An empirical challenge that we face is combining different measures of volatility that 
vary in scale (see Panel C of Table 1).  To handle these differences in scale when we combine 
measures of asset volatility we first standardize each accounting based measure and rescale 
them such that they have the same mean and standard deviation as the market based measures 
of asset volatility to which they will be combined with.  As a result of this process we end up 
with seven different measures of theoretical spreads.  We have four market based theoretical 
spreads: (i) CS஢ు which is based only on historical equity volatility, (ii) CS஢౅	which is based on 
only implied equity volatility, (iii) CS஢ఽಡ which is based on a weighted combination of 
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historical equity volatility and historical credit volatility, and (iv) CS஢ఽ౅ಡ  which is based on a 
weighted combination of implied equity volatility and historical credit volatility.  We have 
three accounting based theoretical spreads: (i) CS஢ూ  which is based on historical volatility of 
RNOA, (ii) CS஢ఽ౒ృ which is based on the average of the different fundamental volatility 
measures and (iii) CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ which is based on the average of the default probabilities based 
on the different fundamental volatility measures. The distinction between CS஢ఽ౒ృ and 
CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ	is described in more detail in Section 2.5. 
Table 8 reports regression results of equation (6).  We retain the same set of controls 
and explanatory variables to allow comparability of explanatory power between equations (5) 
and (6).  We include a set of month fixed effects and as such do not report a regression 
intercept.  Model (1) shows that theoretical spreads based on a simple measure of historical 
equity volatility are able to explain 65.0 percent of the variation in credit spreads, and the 
regression coefficient on CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉ is 0.629.  A regression coefficient that is less than one may 
suggest that our measure of theoretical credit spread is larger than the actual market spread.  
This is not the case as our regression model includes an intercept (via time fixed effects).  In 
unreported analysis, if we exclude fixed effects, and other control variables, we find that the 
regression coefficient on CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉ is statistically greater than 1, consistent with the well-known 
result that some structural models tend to under forecast credit spreads (e.g., Eom, Helwege 
and Huang, 2004; Huang and Huang, 2012).  
Before assessing the incremental improvement in explanatory power from alternative 
measures of asset volatility, we first use our secondary credit market data to apply a ‘hair-cut’ 
to the book value of debt used as an approximation for the market value of assets.  While 
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fixed and floating rate debt is usually issued at par, changes in the credit risk of the issuer 
over time will create situations where the market value of debt is different from the book 
value of debt. Thus our estimate of market value of assets may be too high (low) for issuers 
whose credit quality has worsened (improved) since debt issuance.  A direct consequence of 
this is that any implied spread will be too low (high).  To help mitigate this error, we take a 
fraction of the book value of debt as our approximation for the market value of debt using the 
change in the spread from when the representative bond first appears in our data set to the 
current time period.  Specifically, we multiply the book value of debt by  ଵሺଵା∆୓୅ୗሻీ౫౨౗౪౟౥౤.  
Thus, our estimate of the ‘market’ value of debt adjusts the reported book value by the 
change in credit spreads, ∆OAS, measured from when the representative bond was first 
recorded in the Barclays bond dataset to the current period.  For coupon bearing debt this 
simply allows market value of debt to fall (rise) as credit spreads increase (decrease).  Model 
(2) of Table 8 shows that once we incorporate this ‘hair-cut’ we observe a noticeable change 
in explanatory power.  The R2 in model (2) increases to 70.9 percent from 65.0 percent for 
model (1).   
Models (3) to (11) in Table 8 consider various combinations of our theoretical 
spreads. Models (6) to (11) add the three different fundamental credit spread measures.  
Across the three measures (models (9) to (11)) we see evidence of the joint role of market 
and fundamental based measures of asset volatility.  In fact, fundamental based credit spreads 
are statistically significant across all specifications. 
The last four rows of Table 8 contain summary information based on estimating the 
unconstrained regression equation (5) for the same sample of 51,546 bond-months.  The 
sample we use in Table 8 is smaller than that in Table 5 as we require an initial out-of-sample 
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period to empirically calibrate our distance to default to a physical bankruptcy probability.  
Across all of the models in Table 8 we see that the constrained regression specification 
results in a statistically and economically significant increase in the ability to explain cross-
sectional variation in spread levels (Vuong, 1989 Z-statistics reject the null hypothesis that 
the unconstrained regression, i.e. equation (5),  has the same explanatory power as the 
constrained regression, i.e. equation (6) for a constant sample of 51,546 bond-months).  The 
regression specifications are identical except for how we combine leverage and volatility.  
The constrained specification combines leverage and volatility consistent with the Merton 
model, and this generates a significant improvement in explanatory power. 
Table 9 presents the results from a CART regression analysis of ܱܣܵ, where we 
include theoretical credit spreads, as opposed to the raw volatility measures. Column (1) 
presents the base model, which includes CS஢ఽ౅ಡ . When we add the fundamental credit spreads 
measures to the base model, CS஢ూ , CS஢౅్౎, CS஢ూుౌ౏, CS஢౉ఽ౎ృ౅ొ, CS஢౐౑౎ొో౒ు౎, CS஢ో౅	ృ౎ో౓౐ౄ 
and CS஢౏ఽైు౏	ృ౎ో౓౐ౄ, in column (2) the test sample R2 increases from 0.7713 to 0.7950. This 
increase is significant at the 5% level. The R2 of the model further increases to 82.12 when 
ܴܽݐ݅݊݃ is added. 
The variable with highest variable importance across all models is the market based 
credit spread, CS஢ఽ౅ಡ  (Panel B). The variable importance of fundamental theoretical credit 
spreads ranges from 1.33 (CS஢ూుౌ౏) to 94.33 (CS஢ో౅	ృ౎ో౓౐ౄ) and averages 59.16 when rating 
is not included. When rating is included, the variable importance of fundamental theoretical 
credit spreads slightly decreases to an average of 56.35. Fundamental credit spreads play a 
less prominent role as primary splitters (their average importance as primary splitters is 8.13 
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(7.34) in the model that includes (doesn’t include) credit rating). Variables that are highly 
correlated with primary splitters are most likely to be selected as successful surrogates. 
Therefore, the difference between the total variable importance of fundamental credit spreads 
and their importance as primary splitters is consistent with their relatively high correlation 
with CS஢ఽ౅ಡ . Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of variable importance scores for the 100 
bootstrapped samples. It clearly illustrates a striking difference between the importance 
scores of theoretical spreads and the remaining independent variables. In fact, with the 
exception of CS஢ూుౌ౏, theoretical credit spreads display importance scores that are 
significantly higher than the remaining variables in the model.   
 
3.3. Return prediction 
The empirical analysis in section 3.1 showed the similarity in relative importance of 
market and fundamental based measures of volatility for the purposes of forecasting 
bankruptcy (out of sample).  The empirical analysis in section 3.2 showed that while market 
and fundamental based measures were both useful for explaining cross-sectional variation in 
credit spreads, there was a clear difference in their relative (with market based measures 
seeming to be more important).  As noted in section 3.2 this raises the possibility the market 
is not paying sufficient attention to fundamental based measures of asset volatility.  We now 
explore this directly.   
We first need to define a measure of mispricing by comparing the difference between 
the actual credit spread in the secondary markets with our theoretical credit spreads.  If it is 
the case that our measures of theoretical credit spreads contain superior forecasts of default 
than that implicit in the actual credit spread, then we would expect the actual credit spread to 
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converge toward the theoretical credit spread.  Alternatively, the difference between actual 
credit spreads and theoretical credit spreads should be positively associated with future credit 
excess returns. We build two measures to capture the percentage deviation of credit spreads 
from their theoretical levels. We denote these measures as ܥܴ ெܸ௔௥௞௘௧ and ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟. 
ܥܴ ெܸ௔௥௞௘௧ is computed as ݈݊ ቆ ை஺ௌୌಚఽ౅ഘ
ቇ and ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟ as ݈݊ ቆ ை஺ௌୌౌ౎ోాఽ౒ృ
ቇ. 
ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟ is designed to take into account all fundamental volatility measures. In 
untabulated robustness tests, we run our analysis with an alternative ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟ measure 
defined as ݈݊ ቆ ை஺ௌୌಚఽ౒ృ
ቇ. The two ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟ measures exhibit a Pearson (Spearman) 
correlation of 0.9790 (0.9787), and unsurprisingly, produce similar results.  To the extent that 
the credit market has not fully incorporated fundamental volatility information, and will do so 
with a lag, there should be a positive association between ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟ and future credit 
returns.  
We conduct standard cross-sectional return predictability regressions, and examine 
whether CRV accounting can forecast future returns (over and above CRV market). 
Specifically, we run the following cross-sectional regression model using the Fama and 
Macbeth (1973) approach as described in Correia, Richardson and Tuna (2012): 
 
ܴܧ ௜ܶ,௧ା௞ ൌ ߙ௧ ൅ ߚ஼ோ௏	ெ௔௥௞௘௧,௧ܥܴ ெܸ௔௥௞௘௧,௜௧ ൅ ߚ஼ோ௏	ி௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௧ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௜௧ ൅
ߚெைெௌ,௧ܯܱܯ ௜ܵ௧ ൅ ߚெைெ௅,௧ܯܱܯܮ௜௧ ൅ ߚ஻்ெ,௧ܤܶܯ௜௧ ൅ ߚௌூ௓ா,௧ܵܫܼܧ௜௧ ൅ ߚா/௉,௧ܧ/ ௜ܲ௧ ൅
ߚ஻ா்஺,௧ܤܧܶܣ௜௧ ൅ ߝ௜௧   
 
(7) 
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ܴܧ ௜ܶ,௧ା௞ is the credit return for month t+k. ܯܱܯ ௜ܵ௧ is the equity return for issuer i for the 
most recent month (i.e., the month prior to the start of the credit return accumulation period). 
ܯܱܯܮ௜௧ is an exponentially weighted (three-month half-life) cumulative return over the 
eleven months prior to the computation of ܯܱܯ ௜ܵ௧. We use an exponential weighting instead 
of equal weighting because we are interested in capturing the delayed response of credit 
markets to recent information in equity markets. ܤܶܯ௜௧ is book-to-price computed as the 
ratio of book value of equity (Compustat mnemonic ‘CEQ’ from the recent fiscal quarter 
relative to market capitalization corresponding to that fiscal period end date). ܵܫܼܧ௜௧  is the 
log of market capitalization at the start of the credit return accumulation period. ܧ/ ௜ܲ௧ is the 
earnings-to-price ratio calculated as the ratio of net income (‘NIQ’) from the recent four 
fiscal quarters relative to market capitalization corresponding to that fiscal period end date. 
ܤܧܶܣ௜௧ is the equity market beta estimated from a rolling regression of 60 months of data 
requiring at least 36 months of non-missing return data. 
We estimate this regression k times every month, with k reflecting the number of 
months into the future we are forecasting.  The relevant test is whether ߚ஼ோ௏	ி௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௧=0, 
and finding ߚ஼ோ௏	ி௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௧ ൐ 0 is consistent with actual credit spreads reverting to 
theoretical credit spreads. We expect to see a positive relation between credit returns and 
ܯܱܯ ௜ܵ௧,ܯܱܯܮ௜௧, ܧ/ ௜ܲ௧, ܤܧܶܣ௜௧ and ܤܶܯ௜௧, and a negative relation between credit returns 
and ܵܫܼܧ௜௧.  
We report the results from the estimation of equation (7) using  risk and value 
weighted least squares in Table 10, Panels A and B, respectively. In Panel A, the weight of 
each observation is as defined as െln	ሺOAS௜௧ሻ, which naturally places less weight on riskier 
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firms. In Panel B, the weight is defined as the amount outstanding of that bond as a 
percentage of the total amount outstanding  for all the bonds in the sample.  
The Pearson (Spearman) correlation between ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௜௧ and ܥܴ ெܸ௔௥௞௘௧,௜௧ 
(untabulated) is 0.364 (0.373). Across both weighting schemes (risk and value), and return 
horizons (k=1,…,6) we find a positive and significant coefficient on ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௜௧.  The 
coefficient on ܥܴ ெܸ௔௥௞௘௧,௜௧ is positive and significant when the variable is included by itself 
(unreported), but insignificant when ܥܴ ிܸ௨௡ௗ௔௠௘௡௧௔௟,௜௧ is added to the model ܯܱܯܵ and 
ܯܱܯܮ exhibit positive and significant coefficients for shorter return horizons, but 
insignificant for longer return horizons.  Consistent with our priors, fundamental based 
measures of asset volatility are useful for forecasting bankruptcy, but have a more moderate 
role in explaining credit spreads, suggesting that the market is not fully appreciating the 
information content of financial statement information when forming views on expected 
default. 
 
 
3.4 Extensions and robustness tests 
 
3.4.1 CDS data 
 In Table 11 we report regression estimates of a modified version of equation (5) 
(Panel A) and equation (6) (Panel B) where we use credit spreads from CDS contracts rather 
than bonds.  As with our previous spread level regressions, we include a set of month fixed 
effects and as such do not report a regression intercept.  A benefit of this approach is that the 
CDS credit spread is a cleaner representation of credit risk, but a disadvantage is the shorter 
time period for which this data is available (2004 to 2012 only).  Because we are examining 
cross-sectional variation in 5 year CDS spreads, CDS5Y୧୲, we no longer need to control for 
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issue specific characteristics such as Age୧୲ and Duration୧୲.  All 5 year CDS contracts have 
the same seniority, the same time since issuance (we only examine ‘on the run’ contracts), 
and the same tenor (5 years). Thus, we estimate the following models: 
CDS5Y୧୲ ൌ α1ln ൬VitXit൰ ൅ αଶExret୧୲ ൅ αଷlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αସPହ,௜௧
൅ α5Skew݅ݐ൅α6Kurt݅ݐ ൅ α7Rating݅ݐ ൅෍α୩ା଻
୏
୩ୀଵ
CS஢ౡ,౟౪ ൅ ε୧୲ 
 
 
(8) 
 
CDS5Y୧୲ ൌ αଵExret୧୲ ൅ αଶlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αଷPହ,௜௧ ൅ α4Skew݅ݐ൅α5Kurt݅ݐ ൅ α6Rating݅ݐ
൅෍α୩ା଺
୏
୩ୀଵ
CS஢ౡ,౟౪ ൅ ε୧୲ 
 
(9) 
 
 Our sample size decreases from 75,548 bond-months examined in Table 5 to 27,564 
CDS-months examined in Table 11, Panel A, and from 51,546 in Table 8 to 19,005 in Table 
11, Panel B.  Despite the smaller sample size, we find similar results with this alternative 
sample.  Models (1) to (5) examine the different volatility measures one at a time. All 
variables are positive and coefficient, with the exception of σ୊୉୔ୗ, whose coefficient is 
positive but not significant. σ୊  and σ୍୕ୖ remain significant when added to a model that also 
includes  σ୉  and σୈ , but σ୊  ceases to be significant when  σ୉  is replaced by σ୍ .  
Panel B presents the results from the constrained analysis Models (1) to (3) show that 
theoretical spreads based on equity market information are able to explain up to 49 percent of 
the cross-sectional variation in credit spreads.  Models (4) and (5) show that combining 
measures of asset volatility generates theoretical spreads that can explain a greater fraction of 
the cross-sectional variation in credit spreads (the R2 increases to 54 percent for model (5)).  
Strikingly, our measure of theoretical spread using fundamental volatility alone, and 
specifically, CS஢ూ, CS஢ఽ౒ృ and CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ can explain from 45.7 to 50.0 percent of the cross-
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sectional variation in credit spreads (see models (6) to (8)).  Finally, including both market 
and accounting based measures of asset volatility yields theoretical spreads that can explain 
even more of the cross-sectional variation in credit spreads: a maximum R2 of 55.2 percent 
across models (9) to (11).  Similar to the analysis in Table 8, at the bottom of Panel B of 
Table 11 we also report the R2 of the equivalent unconstrained regression on the CDS sample 
(equation (7)).  Across all specifications, with the exception of model (1), we see statistically 
significant increases in explanatory power when we constrain asset volatility and leverage, 
consistent with the Merton model, as compared to including these variables linearly and 
independently. In other words, the Vuong test rejects the null hypotheses that the constrained 
and unconstrained models have similar R2. 
 
3.4.2 Alternative specifications 
 Past research has examined the relative importance of fundamental and market based 
variables to predict defaults (e.g., Altman, 1968; Beaver, McNichols and Rhie, 2005; Bharath 
and Shumway, 2008; Campbell, Hilscher and Szilagyi, 2008) and explain cross-sectional 
variation in credit spreads (e.g. Das, Hanouna and Sarin, 2009). While our focus is on the 
relative usefulness of fundamental and market based measures of volatility within a structural 
model framework, we also examine the relative usefulness of fundamental and market based 
variables in a reduced form analysis similar to this past research. It is important to remember 
a key result from Table 8 which showed a marked improvement in explanatory power of 
cross-sectional credit spread regressions when measures of leverage and volatility are 
combined in a manner consistent with the structural models. Thus, we view the analysis in 
this section as a robustness analysis and not the primary focus of the paper.  
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In un-tabulated analysis, we expand the bankruptcy forecasting model to control for 
average accounting profitability over the previous four quarters, cash holdings, market to 
book ratio and price, following Campbell, Hilscher and Szilagyi (2008). We choose not to 
include these variables in our main specification, which only includes (albeit linearly), the 
main determinants of probability of default as per the Merton model.  Specifically, we add 
the following variables to the analysis reported in Table 2 (variables are defined and labelled 
consistently with Campbell, Hilscher and Szilagyi, 2008): (i) NIMTAAVG, a geometrically 
weighted average level of net income scaled by market value of total assets, which places 
higher weight on more recent quarters, (ii) CASHMTA, cash and short term investments 
scaled by the market value of assets, (iii) MB, the market to book ratio, and (iv) PRICE the 
natural logarithm of the firm’s stock price.  The sample size does not change significantly as 
a result of the inclusion of these additional control variables. Our measures of fundamental 
volatility continue to be significant, both when included individually and together with 
implied volatility and debt volatility.  
 We also re-estimate the unconstrained and constrained credit spread regressions 
adding the control variables in Campbell and Taksler (2003). In particular, we control for 
operating income and long term debt to total assets. Consistent with our main analysis, we 
continue to find that ߪி  is significant both when included individually and when considered 
incrementally to debt volatility and historical equity volatility. In the constrained analysis, all 
credit spreads based on fundamental volatility remain both individually and incrementally 
significant. 
 We further repeat the analysis in Table 2 (bankruptcy prediction) and Table 5 (credit 
spreads regression: (1) including the skewness and kurtosis of equity returns, (2) including 
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the average skewness and kurtosis of quarterly RNOA, (3) replacing ହܲ by the level of RNOA 
(we are unable to control for both variables simultaneously in the regression because they 
display high correlations), and (4) replacing ହܲ by a loss indicator. Our inferences are 
unaffected by these alternative specifications. 
 
4.  Conclusion 
 
In this paper we examine whether, and how, fundamental measures of volatility are 
incremental to market based measures of volatility in (i) predicting bankruptcies (out of 
sample), (ii) explaining cross-sectional variation in credit spreads, and (iii) explaining future 
credit excess returns.  For a large sample of U.S. firms we find that a variety of fundamental 
based measures of asset volatility are useful in forecasting bankruptcies and, to a lesser 
extent, useful in explaining cross-sectional variation in credit spreads.  Our finding of similar 
relative importance of market based and fundamental based measures to forecast bankruptcy 
but a dominance of market based measures to explain credit spread suggests that the market 
is not fully incorporating fundamental based measures of asset volatility into credit spreads.  
Our predictive analysis of future credit excess returns confirms these priors. 
Our paper is a comprehensive analysis of many measures of asset volatility using a 
variety of econometric methods to show the importance of detailed fundamental analysis 
from the perspective of a credit investor.  Credit markets are very large (as at December 
2016, there are over 12 trillion dollars of outstanding corporate debt from companies in 
developed markets).  This is a very large asset class and one that has been relatively under 
explored to date.  The information that we use is taken directly from general purpose research 
reports and the financial reporting system underlying these statements has a stated objective 
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to provide relevant and reliable information not only to equity investors but also to credit 
investors.  We hope that future research can extend our analysis to focus on other important, 
and measurable, aspects of default risk.  Notable examples would include improved measures 
of financial leverage (on and off balance sheet contractual commitments) and operating 
leverage (see e.g., Penman, 2014).  
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Appendix I: Variable Definitions  
Compustat/CRSP mnemonics in parenthesis 
 
Panel A: Volatility measures 
 
Variable Description 
σ୉  Historical equity volatility, the annualized standard deviation of realized 
daily stock returns over the previous 252 days. 
σ୍  Implied volatility, the average of implied Black and Scholes volatility 
estimates for at-the-money 91-day call and put options (source: Option 
Metrics Ivy DB standardized database). 
σୈ  Debt volatility, the annualized standard deviation of total monthly bond 
returns, computed over the previous 12 months (computed based on 
Barclays Capital total return). 
σ୅ன  Weighted historical volatility, 
ටωଶσ୉ଶ ൅ ሺ1 െ ωሻଶσୈଶ ൅ 2ωሺ1 െ ωሻρୈ,୉σ୉σୈ, where ω and ρୈ,୉ are 
defined as in Panel B. 
σ୅ன୍   Weighted implied volatility, 
ටωଶσଶ୍ ൅ ሺ1 െ ωሻଶσୈଶ ൅ 2ωሺ1 െ ωሻρୈ,୉σ୍σୈ, where ω and ρୈ,୉ are 
defined as in Panel B. 
σ୊   Average standard deviation of quarterly RNOA. The standard deviations of RNOA for fiscal quarters 1, 2, 3 and 4 are computed over the previous 20 
years (requiring a minimum of 10 quarters of data). The resulting quarter-
specific volatilities are then averaged across the four fiscal quarters. 
RNOA  Return on net operating assets, defined as operating income after 
depreciation (‘OIADP’) scaled by average of the opening and closing 
balance of net operating assets (NOA). 
NOA  Net operating assets, defined as  the sum of common equity, preferred 
stock, long-term debt, debt in current liabilities and minority interests 
minus cash and short term investments, 
‘CEQ’+’PSTK’+’DLTT’+’DLC’+’MIB’-‘CHE’. 
σ୍୕ୖ  An estimate of the interquantile range of the distribution of ܴܱܰܣ (i.e. 
଻ܲହ െ ଶܲହ). Please refer to Appendix III and Panel C for a detailed 
description of the variables used in the estimation of P଻ହ and  Pଶହ. 
σ୊୉୔ୗ  The weighted average volatility of analyst EPS forecasts for the following 
12 months (computed based on the IBES summary files, requiring a 
minimum of 10 analyst forecasts). 
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒  Average standard deviation of quarterly operating margin 
(‘OIADPQ’/’SALEQ’). The standard deviations of operating margin for 
fiscal quarters 1, 2, 3 and 4 are computed over the previous 20 years 
(requiring a minimum of 10 quarters of data). The resulting quarter-
specific volatilities are then averaged across the four fiscal quarters. 
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Panel A (Cont.) 
  
Variable Description 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ  Average standard deviation of asset turnover (‘SALEQ’/’ATQ’). The 
standard deviations of asset turnover for fiscal quarters 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 
computed over the previous 20 years (requiring a minimum of 10 quarters 
of data). The resulting quarter-specific volatilities are then averaged across 
the four fiscal quarters. 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ  Average standard deviation of operating income (‘OIADPQ’) growth.  
Operating income growth is defined as the percentage change in operating 
income relative to the same quarter of the previous fiscal year. The 
standard deviations of operating income growth for fiscal quarters 1, 2, 3 
and 4 are computed over the previous 20 years (requiring a minimum of 10 
quarters of data). The resulting quarter-specific volatilities are then 
averaged across the four fiscal quarters. 
σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ  Average standard deviation of sales  (‘SALEQ’) growth.  Sales growth is 
defined as the percentage change in operating income relative to the same 
quarter of the previous fiscal year. The standard deviations of sales growth 
for fiscal quarters 1, 2, 3 and 4 are computed over the previous 20 years 
(requiring a minimum of 10 quarters of data). The resulting quarter-
specific volatilities are then averaged across the four fiscal quarters. 
σ୅୚ୋ  A summary measure of fundamental volatility. We first standardize each 
fundamental volatility measure, σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, and match its moments to the moments of 
weighted historical volatility, σ୅ன. For firm quarter observations where one 
or more of the fundamental volatility measures is missing, we compute the 
mean of the non-missing fundamental volatility measures. 
ܴܱܲܤ஺௏ீ   The average of the probability of default measures based on the empirical 
mapping of distance to default estimates based on the different 
fundamental volatility measures (σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ).  We first calculate seven different distance to 
default measures as follows:  
୪୬౒
ఽౢ౪
౔ ାቆஜିஔି
ಚౡమ
మ ቇ୲
஢ౡ√୲ .  We then estimate seven 
expanding window discrete hazard model regressions where the dependent 
variable is equal to one if the firm files for bankruptcy in the following 
year and zero otherwise. The independent variable in each regression is 
distance to default based on each asset volatility measure. Based on these 
regressions, we obtain seven bankruptcy probability measures. For firm 
quarter observations where one of the probability of default measures is 
missing, we compute the mean of the non-missing fundamental volatility 
measures. 
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Panel B: Credit spreads and other variables used in the estimation of asset volatility and 
theoretical credit spreads 
 
Variable Description 
OAS  Option adjusted spread, the difference between a bond’s yield and the yield 
of a duration matched treasury issue, adjusted for the portion of that 
difference that is due to embedded options. (source: Barclays Capital bond 
data). 
Duration  Option adjusted duration (source: Barclays Capital bond data). 
Age  Number of years from the date of issuance to the end of the current month, 
calculated as (current date-issue date)/365. 
Rating  Barclays Capital index rating, converted to a numeric scale. Rating ranges 
from 1 (index rating AAA) to 21 (index rating C).  
Exret  Excess returns, the difference between equity returns and value weighted 
market returns over the last 12 months. 
STD  Book value of short term debt (‘DLCQ’). 
LTD  Book value of long term debt (‘DLTTQ’). 
X  Book value of short term debt (ܵܶܦ)+0.5* book value of long term debt 
(ܮܶܦ). 
E  Market capitalization, calculated as |‘PRC’|*‘SHROUT’/1,000. For firms 
with multiple classes of shares, we add the market value of each class of 
shares (source: CRSP monthly file) 
ω  ୉
୉ାୗ୘ୈା୐୘ୈ , market capitalization scaled by the sum of market 
capitalization and the book value of debt (where book value of debt is 
defined as the sum of short-term debt, ܵܶܦ, and long-term debt, ܮܶܦ. 
2
,tir  Correlation between the firm’s monthly equity return and the market value 
weighted return calculated over the prior 5 years (computed based on the 
CRSP monthly file).  
ρ୉,ୈ  Average correlation of monthly equity and bond returns, calculated over the 
prior 12 months for all bonds in the same decile of OAS (computed based 
on the equity returns from the CRSP monthly file and total bond returns 
from Barcap). We shrink our estimate of correlation to the average 
correlation for a given level of credit risk to mitigate noise in our estimate 
of historical correlations (see e.g., Lok and Richardson, 2011). 
μ  The drift in asset value, defined as μ ൌ r୤ ൅ βRP, where r୤ is the one-year 
swap rate, available at St. Louis Fed website, RP is the market risk 
premium, which we set equal to 4%, and β  is the asset beta of the firm. β is 
defined as the coefficient from the rolling regression of the firm’s monthly 
asset returns over the previous 24 months on the average asset returns 
calculated across all firms, requiring at least 12 months of available data. 
We compute asset returns by weighting the respective equity and credit 
return each month by the respective weight of equity (ωሻ and credit (1 െ
ωሻ in the capital structure of the firm. 
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Panel B (Cont.) 
 
Variable Description 
δ The payout ratio, calculated as the sum of interest payments to debtholders 
over the previous four quarters (calculated using ’INTPNY’), the dividend 
payments to equityholders (the product of the annual dividend ‘DVI’ and  
the number of shares outstanding, ‘CSHOC’, both obtained from the 
‘Security daily’ module of Compustat/CRSP merged database) and 
purchases of common and preferred stock over the previous four quarters 
(calculated using ’PRSTKCY’), scaled by the firm’s total assets (E ൅
STD ൅ LTD). 
V   Sum of the market capitalization of equity plus and the book value of short 
term debt (STD) and long term debt (LTD). 
V୅୪୲  E ൅ ୗ୘ୈା୐୘ୈሺଵା∆୓୅ୗሻీ౫౨౗౪౟౥౤ , where ∆OAS is the difference between the current 
option adjusted spread (OAS) and the option adjusted spread for the first 
month the bond is in the sample. 
Pହ  An estimate of the 5th percentile of the distribution of ܴܱܰܣ. Please refer to 
Appendix III and Panel C for a detailed description of the variables used in 
the estimation of Pହ. Skew An estimate of the skewness of the distribution of ܴܱܰܣ: (ሺ ଻ܲହ െ ହܲ଴ሻ െሺ ହܲ଴ െ ଶܲହሻሻ/ܫܴܳ, where ܫܴܳ is defined as ଻ܲହ െ ଶܲହ. Please refer to 
Appendix III and Panel C for a detailed description of the variables used in 
the estimation of skewness. 
Kurt  An estimate of the kurtosis of the distribution of ܴܱܰܣ: ሺሺ଼ܲ ଻.ହ െ ଺ܲଶ.ହሻ െሺ ଷܲ଻.ହ െ ଵܲଶ.ହሻሻ/ܫܴܳ, where ܫܴܳ is defined as ଻ܲହ െ ଶܲହ. Please refer to 
Appendix III and Panel C for a detailed description of the variables used in 
the estimation of kurtosis. 
 
Panel C: P5 estimation 
 
Variable Description 
ACC  Accruals scaled by the average of the opening and closing balance of 
NOA, with accruals calculated as  Δ’ACT’-Δ‘CHE’-(Δ’LCT’- Δ’DLC’- 
Δ ‘TXP’)-‘DP’, where ‘ACT’ are current assets, ‘CHE’ cash and short 
term investments, ‘LCT’ current liabilities, ‘DLC’ debt in current 
liabilities, ‘TXP’ taxes payable and ‘DP’ depreciation and amortization. 
LOSS  An indicator variable equal to 1 if RNOA<0, 0 otherwise. 
PAYER  An indicator variable equal to 1 if Payout>0, 0 otherwise. 
PAYOUT  Dividends paid, ‘DVPSX_F’, scaled by the average opening and closing 
balances of RNOA. 
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Panel D: Credit spreads 
 
Variable Description 
CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉  CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉ ൌ െ ଵ୘ ሾ1 െ ሺ1 െ RሻCQDFሿ , where CQDF ൌ NൣNିଵሺCPDሻ ൅
λ√rଶ√T൧  and CPD ൌ 1 െ ሺ1 െ PDሻ୘ and PD is the empirically 
fitted physical probability of default, resulting from the estimation of 
the following logistic regression EሺPDሻ ൌ fቌ
୪୬౒౔ ାቆஜିஔି
ಚుమ
మ ቇ୲
஢ు√୲ ቍ. 
Please refer to Appendix II for more details on the calculation of 
theoretical credit spreads. 
CS஢ే  
Similar to CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉, except that  EሺPDሻ ൌ fቌ
୪୬౒
ఽౢ౪
౔ ାቆஜିஔି
ಚౡమ
మ ቇ୲
஢ౡ√୲ ቍ, where 
σ୩ are the different measures of volatility described in Panel A, t is 
the option adjusted duration and the remaining parameters are 
defined as in Panel B. Please refer to Appendix II for more details on 
the calculation of theoretical credit spreads. 
CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ  CS୔ୖ୓୆ಲೇಸ ൌ െ ଵ୘ ሾ1 െ ሺ1 െ RሻCQDFሿ, where CQDF ൌ
NൣNିଵሺCPDሻ ൅ λ√rଶ√T൧  and CPD ൌ 1 െ ሺ1 െ PROB஺௏ீሻ୘ and 
PROB஺௏ீ is defined, as in Panel A, as the average of the empirically 
fitted physical probabilities of default, resulting from the estimation 
of a set of logistic regressions EሺPD௞ሻ ൌ fቌ
୪୬౒
ఽౢ౪
౔ ାቆஜିஔି
ಚౡమ
మ ቇ୲
஢ౡ√୲ ቍ, where 
σ୩ are the different fundamental volatility measures (i.e., σ୊ , 
σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ). 
 
Panel E: Returns 
 
Variable Description 
ܴܧ ௜ܶ௧  Excess return for representative bond of firm ݅ in month ݐ (source: 
Barclays Capital bond data). 
ܤܧܶܣ௜௧  Equity market beta estimated from a rolling regression of 60 months 
of data requiring at least 36 months of non-missing return data. 
ܤܶܯ௜௧  Book to market ratio measured at the most recent fiscal quarter end 
(‘CEQQ’/’PRRC’*’CSHOQ’) 
ܥܴܸ	ܯܽݎ݇݁ݐ௜௧  Credit relative value, computed as ݈݊ ቆ ை஺ௌ೔೟஼ௌಚఽ౅ಡ ೔೟
ቇ where ܥܵ஢ఽ౅ಡ ௜௧ is the 
theoretical (implied) credit spread for firm ݅ in month ݐ calculated 
using	σ୅ன୍ . 
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Panel E (cont.) 
 
Variable Description 
ܥܴܸ	ܨݑ݊݀ܽ݉݁݊ݐ݈ܽ௜௧ Credit relative value, computed as ݈݊ ቆ ை஺ௌ೔೟ୌౌ౎ోాఽ౒ృ೔೟ቇ where CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ௜௧ is the theoretical (implied) credit spread for firm ݅ in 
month ݐ calculated using	ܴܱܲܤ஺௏ீ . ܯܱܯ ௜ܵ௧  Stock return for firm ݅ in month ݐ. ܯܱܯܮ௜௧  Three month half-life weighted average of stock return for the 11 
months ending in the beginning of month ݐ. 
ܵܫܼܧ௜௧  Logarithm of market capitalization, calculated at the end of the 
month as ‘PRC’*’SHROUT’ from CRSP monthly file. 
ா
௉೔೟  
Net income (‘NIQ’) from the most recent four quarters divided by 
the market capitalization at the fiscal period end date. 
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Appendix II: Theoretical Credit Spreads 
 
In this Appendix we describe the calculation of theoretical credit spreads. We first 
combine our measures of the dollar distance to default, ln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ, and the respective measures 
of asset volatility, σ୩,୧୲, to construct a measure of expected distance to default.  The expected 
distance to default measure also includes a drift term ൬μ୧୲ െ δ୧୲ െ ஢ఽ,౟౪
మ
ଶ ൰ t. μ௜௧ is defined as 
r୤,୧୲ ൅ βRP௜௧, where r୤,୧୲ is the 1-year swap rate, RP௜௧ is the market risk premium, which we set 
equal to 4% and β is the asset beta of the firm, the coefficient from a rolling regression of the 
firm’s monthly asset returns over the previous 24 months on the average asset returns, 
requiring at least 12 months of available data. Following Feldhutter and Schaefer (2013), the 
payout ratio, δ, is calculated as the sum of interest payments to debt-holders over the previous 
four quarters (based on ‘INTNY’), the dividend payments to equity-holders (the product of 
the annual dividend ‘DVI’ and the number of shares outstanding ‘CSHOC’) and purchases of 
common and preferred stock over the previous four quarters (based on ‘PRSTKCY’), scaled 
by the firm’s total assets (E ൅ STD ൅ LTD). This distance to default is then empirically 
mapped to our bankruptcy data using a discrete time hazard model to generate a forecast of 
physical bankruptcy probability, labelled as E൫PD୧୲୩ ൯.  We estimate this physical bankruptcy 
probability for each of our asset volatility measures according to equation (A.1) below:  
E൫PD୧୲୩ ൯ ൌ f ቎
୪୬౒೔೚౔౟౪ାቆஜ౟౪ିஔ౟౪ି
ಚౡ,౟౪మ
మ ቇ୲
஢ౡ,౟౪√୲ ቏                                         (A.1) 
We next convert each physical bankruptcy probability into a risk-neutral measure, 
following the approach described in Kealhofer (2003) and Arora, Bohn, and Zhu (2005).  We 
first compute the cumulative physical bankruptcy probability, CPD୧୲୩ , from E൫PD୧୲୩ ൯ by 
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cumulating survival probabilities over the relevant number of periods. In particular, CPD୧୲୩ ൌ
1 െ ቀ1 െ E൫PD୧୲୩ ൯ቁ
୘
.  We then convert this cumulative physical bankruptcy probability, 
CPD୧୲୩ , to a cumulative risk neutral bankruptcy probability, CQDF୧୲୩ .  We use a normal 
distribution to convert physical probabilities of bankruptcy to risk neutral probabilities, 
following the approach in Crouhy, Galai, and Mark (2000), Kealhofer (2003), and Arora, 
Bohn and Zhu (2005): 
CQDF୧୲୩ ൌ N ቈNିଵൣCPD୧୲୩ ൧ ൅ λටr୧୲ଶ√T቉                                  (A.2) 
The cumulative physical bankruptcy probability is first converted into a point in the 
cumulative normal distribution. A risk premium is then added. The risk premium is the 
product of (i) the issuer’s sensitivity to the market price of risk, as measured by the 
correlation between the underlying issuer-level asset returns and the market index return, 
ටr୧୲ଶ ,  (ii) the market price of risk (i.e. the market Sharpe ratio, measured by λ), and (iii) the 
duration of the credit risk exposure, T.  The risk modified physical bankruptcy probability is 
then mapped back to risk neutral space. We set the market Sharpe ratio, λ, equal to 0.5, 
consistent with the values observed by Kealhofer (2003). We set ටr୧୲ଶ  equal to the correlation 
between monthly firm stock returns and monthly market returns using a rolling 60-month 
window. We impose a floor (ceiling) on the estimated correlation at 0.1 (0.7).  Finally, we 
estimate implied (or theoretical) credit spreads as follows: 
  CS୧୲୩ ൌ െ ଵ୘ lnൣ1 െ ሺ1 െ R୧୲ሻCQDF୧୲୩൧                                   (A.3) 
 R୧୲ is expected recovery rate conditional on bankruptcy, which we set equal to 0.4 for 
all firms. While we assume R୧୲ to be a constant, it is possible that recovery rates exhibit 
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systematic time-variation (Bruche and Gonzales-Aguado, 2010). While this could affect the 
gap between theoretical and observed credit spreads, we have no reason to believe it will 
present a concern to our analysis, given that we do not examine this gap directly. 
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Appendix III: Quantile regression approach 
In this Appendix we describe the quantile regression approach discussed in Section 
2.4. We use this approach to estimate the quantiles and conditional moments of the RNOA 
distribution.  For each year t, we estimate the following equation using quarterly data from 
1963 to t.  
QUANT୯ሺRNOA୧୲| ∙ሻ ൌ β଴୲୯ ൅ βଵ୲୯ RNOA୧୲ିଵ ൅ βଶ୲୯ LOSS୧୲ିଵ ൅ βଷ୲୯ ሺLOSS୧୲ିଵ ൈ RNOA୧୲ିଵሻ ൅
βସ୲୯ ACC୧୲ିଵ ൅ βହ୲୯ PAYER୧୲ିଵ ൅ β଺୲୯ PAYOUT୧୲ିଵ      (A.4) 
Our model is similar to the one in Hou, van Dijk, and Zhang (2012), with the 
exception that we forecast return on net operating assets (RNOA) instead of return on equity 
(ROE) and therefore do not include leverage as an explanatory variable and scale all variables 
by the average balance of net operating assets (NOA) rather than by the average balance of 
book equity.  All variables used in the estimation are described in Appendix I. We compute 
these variables at the end of each quarter, using the most recent four quarters of data.  
 In unreported analyses, we find the expected relations between our included 
explanatory variables and future profitability.  Specifically, the median quantile regression 
generates the following results: (i) βଵହ଴ is 0.94 consistent with mean reversion in accounting 
rates of return (e.g., Penman, 1991, and Fama and French, 2000), (ii) βଶହ଴ is -0.01 consistent 
with loss makers having lower levels of future profitability (e.g., Hou, van Dijk, and Zhang, 
2012), (iii) βଷହ଴ is -0.14 consistent with faster mean reversion in profitability for loss making 
firms (e.g., Beaver, Correia and McNichols, 2012), (iv) βସହ଴ is -0.02 consistent with the well 
documented negative relation between accruals and future firm performance (e.g., Sloan, 
1996, and Richardson, Sloan, Soliman and Tuna, 2006), (v) βହହ଴ is 0.02 consistent with 
dividend paying firms having higher levels of future profitability (e.g., Hou, van Dijk, and 
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Zhang, 2012), and (vi) β଺ହ଴ is 0.26 also consistent with firms with higher dividend payout 
having higher levels of profitability (e.g., Hou, van Dijk, and Zhang, 2012). 
 We combine the values of the independent variables in year t with the vector of 
coefficients, Ɓ୲୯=β଴୲୯ , … , β଺୲୯ , to obtain out-of-sample estimates of the percentiles for the year 
t+1. In particular, we obtain a vector of coefficient estimates, Ɓ୲୯෢ , for each percentile and 
sample quarter. Based on this vector, we estimate the expected value of each of the 100 
percentiles as Eሺqన୲ାଵ|Xన୲ሻ෣ ൌ Ɓ୲୯෢X୧୲, where X୧୲ includes RNOA୧୲, 	LOSS୧୲, 	LOSS୧୲ ൈ
RNOA୧୲, ACC୧୲, 	PAYER୧୲, 	PAYOUT୧୲. 
 For purposes of estimation of the vector of coefficient estimates, we delete extreme 
observations of dependent and independent variables. In particular, we delete all observations 
with |RNOA୧୲|>2, |RNOA୧୲ିଵ|>2, |ACC୧୲ିଵ|>2, |PAYOUT୧୲ିଵ|>1, |PAYOUT୧୲ିଵ|<0. We retain 
all values of these variables, irrespective of extreme values, when we generate the expected 
quantile values.  
 Our measure of left-tail fundamental risk is the predicted value of the 5th percentile, 
Pହ ൌ Eሺ5న୲ାଵ|Xన୲ሻ෣ .  We also include in our analysis a measure of skewness (Skew) and 
kurtosis (Kurt) of the distribution,  defined as Skew=(ሺ ଻ܲହ െ ହܲ଴ሻ െ ሺ ହܲ଴ െ ଶܲହሻሻ/IQR, and 
Kurt=ሺሺ଼ܲ ଻.ହ െ ଺ܲଶ.ହሻ െ ሺ ଷܲ଻.ହ െ ଵܲଶ.ହሻሻ/IQR, where IQR= ଻ܲହ െ ଶܲହ and P௤ ൌ EሺQన୲ାଵ|Xన୲ሻ෣ . 
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Figure 1 
Variable importance: bankruptcy prediction 
 
Panel A: Base model 
 
 
 
Panel B: Base model + fundamental volatility  
 
 
 
Panel C: Base model + fundamental volatility + option adjusted spread 
 
 
Panels A, B and C of this figure present the distribution of the variable importance scores of the models reported 
in Table 4, columns (1), (2) and (3), respectively. We form 100 bootstrap samples, and estimate the minimum 
cost tree for each of these samples. We report the minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile and 
maximum of the variable importance scores for each variable. 
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Figure 2 
Variable importance: credit spreads (unconstrained) 
 
Panel A: Base model 
 
Panel B: Base model + fundamental volatility 
 
Panel C: Base model + fundamental volatility + rating 
 
Panels A, B and C of this figure present the distribution of the variable importance scores of the models reported 
in Table 7, columns (1), (2) and (3), respectively. We form 100 bootstrap samples, and estimate the minimum 
cost tree for each of these samples. We report the minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile and 
maximum of the variable importance scores for each variable.  
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Figure 3 
Variable Importance: Credit Spreads (Constrained) 
 
Panel A: Base model 
 
 
Panel B: Base model + fundamental volatility 
 
Panel C: Base model + fundamental volatility + rating 
 
Panels A, B and C of this figure present the distribution of the variable importance scores of the models reported 
in Table 9, columns (1), (2) and (3), respectively. We form 100 bootstrap samples, and estimate the minimum 
cost tree for each of these samples. We report the minimum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile and 
maximum of the variable importance scores for each variable.  
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Table 1 
Descriptive statistics 
 
Panel A: Industry composition 
  % 
Consumer Non-Cyclical 17.35 
Consumer Cyclical 17.21 
Capital Goods 10.41 
Basic Industry 10.16 
Energy 9.77 
Communications 9.03 
Electric 8.14 
Technology 6.36 
Other Industrial 4.46 
Transportation 3.38 
Natural Gas 2.53 
Other 1.20 
 
 
Panel B: Bond characteristics 
 N Mean Std. Dev. p1 p25 Median p75 p99 
OAS  121,300 0.0331 0.0513 0.0000 0.0096 0.0194 0.0400 0.2419 
Duration  121,287 5.1558 2.1996 0.7100 4.0300 5.0000 5.9600 12.5800 
Age  119,463 2.8927 2.4365 0.1178 1.1562 2.4000 3.9890 12.7096 
Rating  120,892 10.3646 4.0374 2.0000 7.0000 10.0000 14.0000 19.0000 
Exret  121,268 0.0020 0.1269 -0.3295 -0.0538 -0.0011 0.0526 0.3727 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  121,254 1.8238 0.7326 0.6332 1.2785 1.7090 2.2561 3.9473 ln	ሺEሻ  121,300 7.9820 1.6974 3.6802 6.9013 8.0115 9.1299 11.8345 
ω  121,300 0.6348 0.2212 0.0652 0.4944 0.6691 0.8114 0.9712 
2
,tir  121,156 0.2063 0.1566 0.0005 0.0803 0.1764 0.3025 0.6276 
ρ୉,ୈ  121,300 0.2194 0.1511 0.0500 0.0729 0.1894 0.3395 0.5708 
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Panel C: Volatility measures 
 N Mean Std. Dev. p1 p25 Median p75 p99 
σ୉  120,034 0.4082 0.2372 0.1311 0.2497 0.3446 0.4885 1.2953 σ୍  92,939 0.3903 0.1908 0.1434 0.2603 0.3445 0.4648 1.0850 σୈ  92,634 0.0886 0.1049 0.0140 0.0428 0.0581 0.0873 0.6065 σ୅ன  92,139 0.2562 0.1376 0.0781 0.1663 0.2250 0.3074 0.7787 σ୅ன୍   71,392 0.2581 0.1178 0.0820 0.1794 0.2365 0.3098 0.6761 
σ୊   100,318 0.0331 0.0457 0.0051 0.0135 0.0212 0.0344 0.2876 
σ୍୕ୖ  117,926 0.0407 0.0371 0.0061 0.0223 0.0330 0.0458 0.2283 
σ୊୉୔ୗ  63,274 0.2349 5.5129 0.0075 0.0367 0.0758 0.1700 1.4800 
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒  101,541 0.1859 0.4801 0.0134 0.0577 0.0902 0.1464 1.9038 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ  100,464 0.6813 3.1113 0.0251 0.1185 0.2095 0.4009 10.5776 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ  98,991 1.1611 0.6945 0.2144 0.5640 1.0220 1.6397 2.8793 
σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ 98,908 0.4090 0.2499 0.0978 0.2259 0.3488 0.5246 1.3144 
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Panel D: Correlations across volatility measures 
 σ୉ σ୍ σୈ σ୅ன σ୅ன୍  σ୊  σ୍୕ୖ σ୊୉୔ୗ σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒ σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ  σୗ୅୐୉ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ 
σ୉  1 0.8814 0.4329 0.7109 0.6757 0.1908 0.0938 0.2202 0.1833 0.0613 0.4713 0.3285 σ୍  0.9005 1 0.4878 0.6006 0.7018 0.1795 0.1146 0.2328 0.2121 0.0521 0.4853 0.3365 σୈ  0.3064 0.3377 1 0.2652 0.2987 0.0596 0.0616 0.1085 0.1001 0.0145 0.2240 0.1514 σ୅ன  0.7097 0.6267 0.1458 1 0.9169 0.2688 0.2959 0.0940 0.1227 0.0918 0.3097 0.1739 σ୅ன୍   0.6653 0.7162 0.1647 0.9173 1 0.2763 0.3115 0.1311 0.1533 0.0909 0.3442 0.1945 
σ୊   0.3593 0.3503 0.0844 0.4211 0.4332 1 0.4200 0.0359 0.2530 0.6717 0.2785 0.2743 
σ୍୕ୖ  -0.0036 0.0125 -0.0418 0.2901 0.3061 0.2666 1 -0.0363 0.0557 0.2892 -0.0670 -0.0644 
σ୊୉୔ୗ  0.2895 0.3191 0.1331 0.0942 0.1290 0.1321 -0.2007 1 0.1618 -0.0114 0.3678 0.1460 
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒  0.1815 0.1981 0.1000 0.0432 0.0725 0.3609 -0.0368 0.2809 1 0.0087 0.4049 0.5223 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ  0.2417 0.2291 0.0464 0.2705 0.2706 0.6143 0.1745 -0.0410 -0.1665 1 0.1128 0.1095 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ  0.4973 0.5216 0.2004 0.2713 0.3107 0.4786 -0.1776 0.4923 0.5235 0.2267 1 0.5869 
σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ  0.3405 0.3566 0.1441 0.1558 0.1755 0.3395 -0.1500 0.2696 0.4721 0.2232 0.6161 1 
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Panel E: Correlations between actual and implied credit spreads  
 OAS CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉ CS஢ు CS஢౅ CS஢ఽಡ CS஢ఽ౅ಡ  CS஢ూ  CS஢ఽ౒ృ CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ 
OAS  1 0.7382 0.7813 0.7521 0.7717 0.7610 0.6288 0.7218 0.7125 
CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉  0.7463 1 0.9811 0.9194 0.8415 0.8273 0.7176 0.8175 0.8023 CS஢ు  0.7518 0.9991 1 0.9442 0.8849 0.8681 0.7510 0.8608 0.8399 CS஢౅  0.7173 0.9590 0.9604 1 0.8486 0.8957 0.7648 0.8624 0.8432 CS஢ఽಡ  0.7062 0.8957 0.8981 0.8417 1 0.9449 0.6990 0.7951 0.7732 CS஢ఽ౅ಡ   0.6835 0.8580 0.8611 0.9021 0.9337 1 0.6910 0.7705 0.7573 CS஢ూ   0.5781 0.7591 0.7625 0.7540 0.5719 0.5693 1 0.8825 0.9096 CS஢ఽ౒ృ  0.6352 0.8152 0.8173 0.8094 0.6073 0.6035 0.9319 1 0.9790 CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ  0.5977 0.7730 0.7755 0.7633 0.5852 0.5791 0.9342 0.9787 1 
Panel A reports the industry composition of the sample, using the Fama French 12-industry classification. Panel B reports descriptive statistics for bond and issuer 
characteristics. Panel C reports descriptive statistics for the different market and fundamental volatility measures. Panel D reports correlations across volatility measures. Panel E 
reports correlations between actual and implied credit spreads. Correlations are computed for each of the months with available data based on the largest possible sample size for 
each pair of default forecasts. Reported correlations are averages across the months in the sample. Average Pearson (Spearman) correlations are reported above (below) the 
diagonal and average. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I. 
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Table 2 
Probability of bankruptcy 
Pr	ሺY୧୲ାଵ ൌ 1ሻ ൌ f ቂln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ , Exret୧୲, lnሺE୧୲ሻ, Pହ,௜௧, Skew௜௧, Kurt௜௧, σ୩,୧୲ቃ                                                                       (4) 
Panel A: Regression analysis 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
Intercept 0.411 -0.538 0.789 0.804 -1.789 3.023 0.673 0.454 -1.918 1.676 -0.550 -1.142 -3.914* 3.522 
 (0.21) (-0.18) (0.41) (0.43) (-1.08) (0.95) (0.35) (0.24) (-1.15) (0.52) (-0.19) (-0.43) (-1.79) (0.92) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -2.758*** -2.325*** -2.613*** -3.103*** -3.086*** -1.825 -2.591*** -2.675*** -2.708*** -1.385 -2.340*** -2.493*** -2.642*** -1.230 
 (-3.91) (-2.66) (-3.73) (-4.52) (-4.47) (-1.48) (-3.65) (-3.78) (-3.78) (-1.19) (-2.60) (-2.68) (-2.75) (-1.07) 
Exret  -1.770*** -0.919* -1.817*** -1.721*** -1.693*** -1.207 -1.817*** -1.795*** -1.771*** -1.245* -0.891** -0.880** -0.920** 0.085 
 (-5.78) (-1.89) (-5.98) (-5.29) (-5.29) (-1.38) (-6.03) (-6.01) (-5.90) (-1.92) (-1.98) (-1.98) (-1.98) (0.16) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.503*** -0.372*** -0.545*** -0.564*** -0.573*** -0.956*** -0.533*** -0.523*** -0.538*** -0.738*** -0.371*** -0.331** -0.352** -0.628** 
 (-5.26) (-2.67) (-5.61) (-5.63) (-5.77) (-3.26) (-5.39) (-5.11) (-5.38) (-2.90) (-2.66) (-2.40) (-2.53) (-2.10) 
ହܲ  -0.756 1.009 -0.565 -1.019 0.081 0.457 -0.522 -0.328 0.361 1.785 0.979 0.871 0.874 2.061 
 (-0.68) (0.57) (-0.51) (-0.99) (0.12) (0.22) (-0.46) (-0.31) (0.51) (0.95) (0.53) (0.59) (1.36) (1.16) 
Skew  -0.248 -0.710 -0.319 -0.773 -2.195 -3.612 -0.241 -0.164 -1.614 -1.488 -0.722 -0.801 -2.654 2.823 
 (-0.14) (-0.28) (-0.18) (-0.43) (-1.27) (-1.16) (-0.14) (-0.09) (-0.94) (-0.56) (-0.28) (-0.32) (-1.36) (0.85) 
Kurt 0.508 -0.007 0.478 0.848 2.046*** 0.519 0.444 0.478 1.674** -0.429 0.002 0.150 1.656* -1.968 
 (0.59) (-0.01) (0.57) (1.06) (2.93) (0.41) (0.52) (0.58) (2.35) (-0.31) (0.00) (0.13) (1.90) (-1.39) 
σ୉  0.926**      0.191 0.139 0.019 1.617*     
 (2.17)      (0.42) (0.31) (0.04) (1.65)     
σ୍   2.206***         2.260*** 2.232*** 1.902*** 2.913*** 
  (3.36)         (3.78) (3.88) (3.34) (3.29) 
σୈ    1.984***    1.806*** 1.774*** 1.658** 1.403 -0.181 -0.328 -0.549 -0.412 
   (3.41)    (2.86) (2.79) (2.55) (0.88) (-0.21) (-0.38) (-0.63) (-0.27) 
σ୊       3.354***    3.014**    3.171***   
    (2.64)    (2.32)    (2.88)   
σ୍୕ୖ       13.308***    11.668***    13.787***  
     (4.79)    (3.94)    (5.66)  
σ୊୉୔ୗ       0.171***    0.172***    0.172*** 
      (3.73)    (3.56)    (3.16) 
Nobs 81,802 61,132 81,802 81,802 81,802 47,403 81,802 81,802 81,802 47,403 61,132 61,132 61,132 37,991 
Pseudo-R2 0.3922 0.2852 0.3983 0.3926 0.4038 0.2538 0.3984 0.4036 0.4121 0.2770 0.2853 0.2924 0.3141 0.2398 
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Panel B: Marginal effects 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
Effect of a one standard deviation change on the probability of bankruptcy scaled by the unconditional probability of bankruptcy one year ahead 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -0.1136 -0.2331 -0.1172 -0.0999 -0.1033 -0.2056 -0.1182 -0.1161 -0.1162 -0.2327 -0.2323 -0.2268 -0.2104 -0.2447 Exret  -0.0111 -0.0132 -0.0124 -0.0084 -0.0086 -0.0162 -0.0126 -0.0118 -0.0115 -0.0249 -0.0127 -0.0115 -0.0105 0.0021 
lnሺEሻ  -0.0452 -0.0731 -0.0533 -0.0396 -0.0418 -0.1819 -0.0530 -0.0495 -0.0503 -0.2094 -0.0721 -0.0589 -0.0550 -0.2036 
ହܲ  -0.0053 0.0179 -0.0043 -0.0056 0.0005 0.0083 -0.0041 -0.0024 0.0026 0.0483 0.0172 0.0140 0.0123 0.0687 Skew  -0.0011 -0.0079 -0.0015 -0.0027 -0.0079 -0.0414 -0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0075 -0.0255 -0.0079 -0.0080 -0.0233 0.0579 
Kurt  0.0057 -0.0002 0.0058 0.0074 0.0187 0.0147 0.0055 0.0057 0.0196 -0.0181 0.0001 0.0039 0.0375 -0.1032 
σ୉  0.0110      0.0025 0.0017 0.0002 0.0583     σ୍   0.0531         0.0538 0.0487 0.0363 0.1163 σୈ    0.0110    0.0102 0.0095 0.0088 0.0193 -0.0020 -0.0034 -0.0050 -0.0070 
σ୊      0.0124    0.0150    0.0356   
σ୍୕ୖ       0.0195    0.0219    0.0518  
σ୊୉୔ୗ        0.0122    0.0184    0.0215 
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Panel C: Regression analysis, controlling for the spread level 
  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
Intercept -0.129 -0.912 -0.256 -0.472 -2.939 1.474 -0.039 -0.258 -2.674 1.421 -1.060 -1.548 -4.251* 2.983 
 (-0.06) (-0.31) (-0.12) (-0.23) (-1.61) (0.45) (-0.02) (-0.13) (-1.44) (0.42) (-0.37) (-0.59) (-1.93) (0.81) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -2.408*** -2.258*** -2.327*** -2.462*** -2.457*** -1.321 -2.359*** -2.444*** -2.478*** -1.277 -2.328*** -2.476*** -2.616*** -1.211 
 (-3.49) (-2.62) (-3.42) (-3.69) (-3.70) (-1.18) (-3.40) (-3.52) (-3.55) (-1.14) (-2.63) (-2.70) (-2.77) (-1.08) 
Exret  -1.612*** -0.978** -1.663*** -1.611*** -1.579*** -0.397 -1.645*** -1.622*** -1.567*** -0.459 -0.811* -0.803* -0.850* 0.132 
 (-4.69) (-1.98) (-5.05) (-4.86) (-4.84) (-0.50) (-4.86) (-4.83) (-4.69) (-0.60) (-1.65) (-1.65) (-1.70) (0.21) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.397*** -0.322** -0.391*** -0.377*** -0.388*** -0.716*** -0.412*** -0.403*** -0.418*** -0.684*** -0.304** -0.269* -0.292** -0.555** 
 (-3.81) (-2.23) (-3.78) (-3.55) (-3.68) (-2.89) (-3.86) (-3.66) (-3.82) (-2.66) (-2.10) (-1.89) (-2.02) (-1.99) 
ହܲ  -0.318 1.270 -0.152 -0.076 0.486 2.908 -0.223 -0.062 0.436 2.937 1.150 0.997 0.873 2.460 
 (-0.25) (0.70) (-0.12) (-0.07) (0.72) (1.30) (-0.17) (-0.05) (0.63) (1.39) (0.61) (0.67) (1.29) (1.24) 
Kurt  -0.116 -0.692 0.009 0.075 -1.426 -0.799 -0.145 -0.051 -1.613 -0.393 -0.690 -0.729 -2.570 3.375 
 (-0.06) (-0.26) (0.00) (0.04) (-0.73) (-0.26) (-0.07) (-0.02) (-0.82) (-0.13) (-0.26) (-0.28) (-1.26) (0.93) 
Skew  0.351 0.029 0.280 0.347 1.521* -0.142 0.341 0.385 1.603** -0.393 0.081 0.200 1.662* -1.907 
 (0.37) (0.02) (0.30) (0.38) (1.94) (-0.11) (0.36) (0.42) (2.04) (-0.29) (0.07) (0.18) (1.89) (-1.33) 
ܱܣܵ  6.318*** 4.654 5.510*** 5.862*** 5.597*** 9.424*** 5.826*** 5.713*** 5.768*** 8.213** 5.935* 5.719* 5.283* 8.249* 
 (4.20) (1.55) (3.60) (3.90) (3.95) (2.77) (3.91) (3.79) (3.93) (2.29) (1.86) (1.86) (1.84) (1.83) 
σ୉  -0.186      -0.424 -0.467 -0.585 0.576     
 (-0.41)      (-0.84) (-0.95) (-1.17) (0.54)     
σ୍   1.446**         1.634** 1.615** 1.337** 2.205** 
  (1.97)         (2.37) (2.39) (2.01) (2.04) 
σୈ    0.559    0.871 0.848 0.675 0.195 -1.300 -1.408 -1.535 -2.290 
   (0.88)    (1.19) (1.17) (0.90) (0.13) (-1.30) (-1.38) (-1.56) (-1.52) 
σ୊       2.930**    2.943**    3.058***   
    (2.19)    (2.16)    (2.73)   
σ୍୕ୖ      10.969***    11.154***    13.432***  
     (4.23)    (4.16)    (5.47)  
σ୊୉୔ୗ       0.163***    0.162***    0.170*** 
      (2.90)    (2.86)    (3.02) 
Nobs 75,714 61,089 75,714 75,714 75,714 43,149 75,714 75,714 75,714 43,149 61,089 61,089 61,089 37,971 
Pseudo-R2 0.4000 0.2915 0.4004 0.4046 0.4129 0.2904 0.4010 0.4059 0.4142 0.2914 0.2934 0.3000 0.3208 0.2487 
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Panel D: Marginal effects, controlling for spread level 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
Effect of a one standard deviation change on the probability of bankruptcy scaled by the unconditional probability of bankruptcy one year ahead 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -0.1575 -0.6673 -0.1583 -0.1556 -0.1546 -0.2501 -0.1574 -0.1547 -0.1530 -0.2489 -0.2525 -0.2457 -0.2268 -0.2581 Exret  -0.0162 -0.0005 -0.0174 -0.0156 -0.0153 -0.0091 -0.0169 -0.0158 -0.0149 -0.0108 -0.0126 -0.0114 -0.0106 0.0034 
lnሺEሻ  -0.0570 -0.4198 -0.0584 -0.0522 -0.0535 -0.2245 -0.0602 -0.0559 -0.0566 -0.2208 -0.0645 -0.0523 -0.0495 -0.1928 
ହܲ  -0.0036 0.0155 -0.0018 -0.0008 0.0053 0.0908 -0.0026 -0.0007 0.0047 0.0944 0.0221 0.0175 0.0134 0.0878 Skew  -0.0008 0.0075 0.0001 0.0005 -0.0098 -0.0155 -0.0010 -0.0004 -0.0108 -0.0079 -0.0083 -0.0080 -0.0246 0.0742 
Kurt 0.0064 0.0081 0.0053 0.0061 0.0265 -0.0069 0.0063 0.0067 0.0274 -0.0196 0.0025 0.0056 0.0410 -0.1071 
OAS  0.0250 0.0189 0.0227 0.0224 0.0213 0.0597 0.0235 0.0219 0.0215 0.0536 0.0269 0.0237 0.0192 0.0535 
σ୉  -0.0036      -0.0083 -0.0087 -0.0106 0.0246     σ୍   0.0803         0.0425 0.0385 0.0278 0.0943 σୈ    0.0048    0.0073 0.0067 0.0052 0.0032 -0.0160 -0.0159 -0.0151 -0.0418 
σ୊      0.0216    0.0218    0.0375   
σ୍୕ୖ      0.0308    0.0307    0.0549  
σ୊୉୔ୗ        0.0191    0.0196    0.0226 
Panels A and C report the coefficients from the estimation of a discrete hazard model where the dependent variable is equal to one if the firm files for bankruptcy within the 
following 12 months and zero otherwise. Panel C adds spread (ܱܣܵሻ to the list of independent variables presented in Panel A. Panels B and D report the marginal effects from 
these models. These are defined as the marginal increase in the probability of bankruptcy as each of the explanatory variables increases by one standard deviation, scaled by the 
unconditional probability of bankruptcy one year ahead. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I. Standard errors are clustered by firm and month.  Regressions are based 
on a sample of 81,802 firm-months for the period September 1989 through to December 2012. Implied volatility estimates are only available from January 1996 and, therefore, 
regressions which include implied volatility are based on a smaller sample of 61,132 firm-months. 
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Table 3 
Probability of bankruptcy: margin and turnover volatility 
This table reports the coefficients from the estimation of a discrete hazard model where the 
dependent variable is equal to one if the firm files for bankruptcy within the following 12 months 
and zero otherwise. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I. Standard errors are clustered by 
firm and month. 
  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Intercept -0.480 -0.068 -1.370 -0.882 -0.555 -1.760 
 (-0.18) (-0.02) (-0.47) (-0.33) (-0.19) (-0.61) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -2.977*** -2.837*** -3.048*** -2.957*** -2.830*** -2.997*** 
 (-3.18) (-3.13) (-3.32) (-3.20) (-3.15) (-3.34) 
Exret  -0.859* -0.868* -0.853* -0.783 -0.787 -0.786 
 (-1.95) (-1.95) (-1.84) (-1.63) (-1.62) (-1.56) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.333** -0.364*** -0.247* -0.272* -0.296** -0.191 
 (-2.40) (-2.59) (-1.72) (-1.89) (-2.03) (-1.30) 
ହܲ  0.857 0.886 1.812 1.002 1.077 1.961 
 (0.54) (0.46) (1.10) (0.62) (0.55) (1.17) 
Skew -0.764 -0.788 -0.240 -0.672 -0.731 -0.131 
 (-0.30) (-0.30) (-0.09) (-0.25) (-0.27) (-0.05) 
Kurt 0.136 0.033 -0.242 0.179 0.099 -0.190 
 (0.11) (0.03) (-0.19) (0.15) (0.08) (-0.15) 
OAS     5.488* 5.709* 5.246* 
    (1.80) (1.80) (1.71) 
σ୍  2.060*** 2.084*** 2.020*** 1.465** 1.469** 1.437** 
 (3.62) (3.56) (3.52) (2.17) (2.13) (2.10) 
σୈ  -0.424 -0.283 -0.203 -1.443 -1.336 -1.130 
 (-0.48) (-0.33) (-0.24) (-1.41) (-1.35) (-1.22) 
σ୊    3.163**   3.058**   
 (2.49)   (2.36)   
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒   0.031   0.056  
  (0.17)   (0.32)  
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ   0.039*   0.039*  
  (1.72)   (1.65)  
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ    0.834***   0.818*** 
   (2.97)   (2.87) 
Nobs 60,468 60,468 60,468 60,426 60,426 60,426 
Pseudo-R2 0.3153 0.3100 0.3284 0.3224 0.3177 0.3350 
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Table 4 
Binary recursive partitioning analysis: probability of bankruptcy 
 
Panel A: Predictive ability 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Variables 
ln ൬VX൰ , Exret, lnሺEሻ , σ୅
ன୍ , ହܲ 
Skew, Kurt 
 
ln ൬VX൰ , Exret, lnሺEሻ , σ୅
ன୍ , ହܲ	 
Skew, Kurt, σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ 
ln ൬VX൰ , Exret, lnሺEሻ , σ୅
ன୍ , ହܲ 
Skew, Kurt, σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, OAS 
AUC (Learning sample) 0.9609 0.9572 0.9610 
AUC (Test sample) 0.9215 0.9337 0.9260 
P5 (AUC(k)-AUC(k-1))  0.0027 -0.0088 
Relative cost 0.1716 0.1374 0.1390 
 
Panel B: Variable importance  
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Exret  79.73 20.93 31.28 0.00 30.26 0.00 
lnሺEሻ  71.85 14.51 75.70 0.00 79.17 2.12 
σ୅ன୍   38.85 23.04 2.05 0.00 2.33 0.00 
ହܲ  35.29 3.49 76.49 8.16 78.10 8.15 Skew  32.06 0.00 26.33 19.33 26.72 19.33 
Kurt  9.87 3.31 28.15 0.00 28.58 0.00 
OAS      94.35 0.00 
σ୊     20.48 5.59 21.80 5.55 
σ୍୕ୖ    23.80 5.11 20.91 5.11 
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Panel B: Variable importance (cont.) 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
σ୊୉୔ୗ    38.81 11.22 23.11 10.98 
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒    10.93 7.04 12.05 8.44 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ    7.48 2.72 7.63 2.76 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ    42.47 4.37 43.90 4.37 
σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ    17.74 10.14 17.91 10.14 
This table reports the results of a binary recursive partitioning analysis of the one-year ahead probability of bankruptcy. We use  the Classification and Regression Trees 
methodology (CART) (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone, 1984) to create a decision tree that classifies firm-years into bankrupt or non-bankrupt. We follow the GINI rule 
to choose the optimal split at each node of the tree. Based on this approach, we generate the maximal tree and a set of sub-trees. We then use 10-fold cross validation to estimate 
the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the different sub-trees and retain the minimal cost tree. Panel A reports summary statistics for the predictive ability of the model. P5 
(AUC(k)-AUC(k-1)) is the 5th percentile of the difference between the AUC of the augmented model reported in column k and the AUC of the model reported in column k-1. 
We use bootstrap resampling to calculate this statistic. Relative cost is the sum of the percentage of type I and type II errors. Panel B presents the importance scores for the 
variables in the model. These scores are calculated as the sum of the improvement that can be attributed to a given variable at each node of the tree. Total variable importance 
takes into account the role of the variable as a surrogate, while the column primary splitter only takes into account the role of the variable as a primary splitter.  The analysis is 
based on a sample of 61,301 firm-months for the period January 1996 through to December 2012. 
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Table 5 
Pooled regression of credit spreads on components of theoretical spreads: unconstrained analysis 
OAS୧୲ ൌ αଵln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ ൅ αଶExret୧୲ ൅ αଷlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αସPହ,௜௧ ൅ ∑ α୩ାସσ୩,୧୲
୏୩ୀଵ ൅ ΓControl୧୲ ൅ ε୧୲                                                (5) 
Panel A: Regression analysis 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -0.005*** -0.004*** -0.000 -0.003*** -0.005*** -0.002** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.003*** -0.002*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** (-6.88) (-8.22) (-0.37) (-3.42) (-5.36) (-2.35) (-3.20) (-3.56) (-4.18) (-4.04) (-6.17) (-6.32) (-7.03) (-6.23) 
Exret  -0.024*** 0.006* -0.027*** -0.015 -0.014 -0.009 -0.028*** -0.027*** -0.027*** -0.013*** -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 0.000 
 (-4.11) (1.93) (-4.62) (-1.60) (-1.57) (-1.49) (-5.17) (-5.12) (-5.03) (-3.59) (-0.97) (-0.97) (-0.91) (0.25) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.004*** -0.002*** -0.006*** -0.007*** -0.007*** -0.002*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.002*** 
 (-7.32) (-4.65) (-8.55) (-7.14) (-7.13) (-3.64) (-9.02) (-9.19) (-9.18) (-5.36) (-6.82) (-6.93) (-6.99) (-5.89) 
Age  0.000*** 0.000** 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.000 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.000 
 (2.96) (2.27) (2.71) (3.65) (3.37) (1.25) (2.70) (2.87) (2.74) (1.27) (1.81) (1.84) (1.84) (1.26) 
Duration  -0.000 0.000 -0.002*** -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** 
 (-0.96) (0.55) (-6.54) (-0.51) (-0.76) (1.26) (-5.68) (-5.65) (-5.62) (-3.92) (-3.97) (-3.95) (-3.90) (-3.93) 
Pହ  -0.003 -0.007* -0.004 -0.039*** -0.044*** -0.024*** 0.002 0.001 -0.001 -0.003 -0.000 -0.001 -0.003 -0.000 
 (-0.55) (-1.77) (-0.84) (-5.62) (-6.04) (-3.32) (0.44) (0.15) (-0.12) (-0.59) (-0.06) (-0.19) (-0.73) (-0.17) 
Skew -0.027** -0.023** -0.013 -0.061*** -0.067*** -0.033** -0.011 -0.013 -0.014 -0.006 -0.012 -0.013 -0.015* -0.006 
 (-2.18) (-2.32) (-0.99) (-4.04) (-4.41) (-2.41) (-0.89) (-1.01) (-1.16) (-0.50) (-1.40) (-1.44) (-1.73) (-0.85) 
Kurt  0.010* 0.006 0.005 0.022*** 0.036*** 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.008* -0.001 0.003 0.003 0.006 -0.000 
 (1.92) (1.45) (0.90) (3.52) (5.85) (1.20) (0.84) (0.97) (1.69) (-0.26) (0.77) (0.82) (1.53) (-0.10) 
Rating  0.001** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.001** 0.001** 0.001** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 
 (2.44) (4.81) (5.83) (11.55) (11.46) (14.57) (2.49) (2.36) (2.38) (5.99) (3.73) (3.73) (3.60) (6.18) 
σ୉  0.105***      0.050*** 0.050*** 0.049*** 0.036***     
 (9.17)      (5.41) (5.25) (5.11) (5.17)     
σ୍   0.103***         0.077*** 0.077*** 0.076*** 0.065*** 
  (14.91)         (12.07) (11.94) (11.70) (10.92) 
σୈ    0.235***    0.170*** 0.170*** 0.168*** 0.135*** 0.103*** 0.102*** 0.101*** 0.100*** 
   (8.09)    (6.50) (6.51) (6.40) (5.38) (6.21) (6.21) (6.11) (6.31) 
σ୊      0.040***    0.010**    0.002   
    (6.43)    (2.21)    (0.95)   
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Panel A: Regression analysis (cont.) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
σ୍୕ୖ      0.226***    0.051**    0.032***  
     (8.64)    (2.53)    (2.75)  
σ୊୉୔ୗ       0.005*    0.003*    0.001 
      (1.74)    (1.73)    (1.03) 
Month Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nobs 75,548 60,968 75,548 75,548 75,548 43,103 75,548 75,548 75,548 43,103 60,968 60,968 60,968 37,928 
R2 0.525 0.659 0.559 0.391 0.404 0.436 0.577 0.578 0.578 0.616 0.704 0.704 0.705 0.707 
 
Panel B: Marginal effects 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -0.1226 -0.1223 -0.0055 -0.0817 -0.1329 -0.0602 -0.0509 -0.0565 -0.0676 -0.0860 -0.0826 -0.0840 -0.0945 -0.1067 Exret  -0.0922 0.0251 -0.1026 -0.0562 -0.0535 -0.0402 -0.1065 -0.1058 -0.1046 -0.0622 -0.0101 -0.0101 -0.0095 0.0020 
lnሺEሻ  -0.2453 -0.1026 -0.3303 -0.3701 -0.3602 -0.1405 -0.2839 -0.2878 -0.2867 -0.1468 -0.1352 -0.1362 -0.1373 -0.1029 
Age 0.0392 0.0242 0.0367 0.0609 0.0534 0.0223 0.0342 0.0359 0.0342 0.0210 0.0180 0.0180 0.0180 0.0128 
Duration -0.0135 0.0066 -0.1577 -0.0083 -0.0120 0.0194 -0.1186 -0.1179 -0.1179 -0.1036 -0.0654 -0.0645 -0.0637 -0.0713 
ହܲ  -0.0141 -0.0343 -0.0179 -0.1685 -0.1921 -0.1514 0.0098 0.0034 -0.0034 -0.0175 -0.0009 -0.0029 -0.0129 -0.0027 
Skew -0.0743 -0.0690 -0.0360 -0.1674 -0.1831 -0.1289 -0.0305 -0.0344 -0.0391 -0.0227 -0.0381 -0.0393 -0.0463 -0.0236 
Kurt 0.0699 0.0481 0.0325 0.1526 0.2534 0.0715 0.0293 0.0335 0.0574 -0.0136 0.0230 0.0243 0.0438 -0.0033 
Rating  0.1099 0.1494 0.1906 0.3905 0.3707 0.4994 0.1033 0.0940 0.0953 0.2322 0.1110 0.1083 0.1056 0.1686 
σ୉  0.7736      0.3699 0.3645 0.3590 0.3003     
σ୍   0.6840         0.5148 0.5133 0.5076 0.4815 
σୈ   0.7421    0.5365 0.5365 0.5308 0.4374 0.3227 0.3225 0.3174 0.3172 
σ୊       0.1160    0.0291    0.0081   
σ୍୕ୖ      0.2519    0.0573    0.0410  
σ୊୉୔ୗ       0.1267    0.0820    0.0217 
Panel A reports the coefficients from the regression of option adjusted spreads (ܱܣܵ) on the different volatility measures. Panel B reports the marginal effects as the marginal 
increase in option adjusted credit spreads as each of the explanatory variables increases by one standard deviation, scaled by the unconditional average of credit spreads.
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Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I. Standard errors are clustered by firm and month.  Regressions are based on a sample of 75,568 firm-months for the period 
August 1992 through to December 2012. Implied volatility estimates are only available from January 1996 and, therefore, regressions which include implied volatility are 
based on a smaller sample of 60,968 firm-months. 
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Table 6 
Unconstrained credit spreads: margin and turnover volatility 
This table reports the coefficients from the regression of option adjusted spreads (ܱܣܵ) on the different 
volatility measures. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I. Standard errors are clustered by firm 
and month.  Regressions are based on a sample of 60,339 firm-months for the period January 1996 
through to December 2012.  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** 
 (-6.33) (-6.25) (-6.00) (-6.82) (-6.82) (-6.68) 
Exret  -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
 (-0.89) (-0.89) (-0.88) (-0.51) (-0.50) (-0.47) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.004*** 
 (-7.05) (-7.00) (-6.89) (-12.18) (-12.13) (-12.86) 
Age 0.000* 0.000* 0.000** 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 
 (1.86) (1.87) (2.00) (1.74) (1.71) (1.66) 
Duration  -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.001*** 
 (-3.90) (-3.91) (-3.66) (-5.21) (-5.24) (-5.30) 
ହܲ  -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.000 
 (-0.05) (-0.04) (-0.28) (-0.17) (0.09) (0.05) 
Skew  -0.014 -0.014 -0.014 -0.016* -0.016* -0.016* 
 (-1.57) (-1.56) (-1.49) (-1.82) (-1.79) (-1.73) 
Kurt  0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.005 
 (0.94) (0.93) (1.02) (1.32) (1.29) (1.29) 
Rating  0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***    
 (3.57) (3.56) (4.63)    
σ୍  0.078*** 0.078*** 0.079*** 0.080*** 0.080*** 0.081*** 
 (11.98) (12.05) (12.14) (13.91) (14.13) (13.55) 
σୈ  0.102*** 0.101*** 0.100*** 0.104*** 0.105*** 0.104*** 
 (6.14) (6.14) (6.02) (6.34) (6.36) (6.34) 
σ୊    0.002   0.006*   
 (0.70)   (1.70)   
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒   -0.000   0.001  
  (-0.02)   (1.06)  
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ   0.000   0.000  
  (1.03)   (1.56)  
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ    -0.002***   -0.000 
   (-3.55)   (-0.75) 
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nobs 60,305 60,305 60,305 60,339 60,339 60,339 
Pseudo-R2 0.704 0.704 0.705 0.700 0.700 0.700 
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Table 7 
Binary recursive partitioning analysis: CDS spreads (unconstrained analysis) 
 
Panel A: Predictive ability 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Variables 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ , Exret, lnሺEሻ , Age, OAD,	 ହܲ, σ୅ன୍  	  
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ , Exret, lnሺEሻ , Age, OAD,	 ହܲ, 
Skew, Kurt, σ୅ன୍ ,σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ , Exret, lnሺEሻ , Age, OAD,	 ହܲ, 
Skew, Kurt, σ୅ன୍ ,σ୊ , σ୍୕ୖ, σ୊୉୔ୗ, σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒, 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ, σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ, σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ Rating 
R2 (Learning sample) 0.8880 0.9067 0.9169 
R2(Test sample) 0.7455 0.7796 0.7859 
P5 (R2 (k)- R2 (k-1))  0.0116 0.0005 
 
Panel B: Variable importance 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  100.00 72.45 100 70.41 96.54 63.91 
Exret  21.43 2.04 18.15 0.84 11.60 1.48 
lnሺEሻ  87.76 100.00 85.53 100 95.35 12.21 
Age  17.81 13.97 12.73 9.75 13.54 8.41 
Duration  24.85 24.80 19.59 22.27 19.50 22.66 
σ୅ன୍   57.84 66.54 55.53 63.93 46.78 48.77 
ହܲ  37.94 8.57 35.38 4.85 49.80 3.13 Skew  14.08 5.11 9.84 1.38 7.64 2.29 
Kurt  21.39 5.59 13.76 2.49 10.44 0.95 
Rating      100.00 100.00 
σ୊     15.93 4.64 16.05 3.62 
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Panel B: Variable importance (cont.) 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
Total Primary  
Splitters 
σ୍୕ୖ    14.88 4.49 16.30 6.86 
σ୊୉୔ୗ    3.61 0.81 1.19 0.42 
σ୑୅ୖୋ୍୒    15.07 4.06 9.82 4.86 
σ୘୙ୖ୒୓୚୉ୖ    12.46 4.51 8.26 2.42 
σ୓୍	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ    16.79 8.65 20.73 3.60 
σୗ୅୐୉ୗ	ୋୖ୓୛୘ୌ    11.86 6.24 15.52 2.53 
 
This table reports the results of a binary recursive partitioning analysis of the one-year ahead probability of bankruptcy. We use  the Classification and Regression Trees 
methodology (CART) (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone, 1984) to create a decision tree that explains credit spreads. We follow the GINI rule to choose the optimal split 
at each node of the tree. Based on this approach, we generate the maximal tree and a set of sub-trees. We then use 10-fold cross validation to estimate the area under the ROC 
curve (AUC) for the different sub-trees and retain the minimum cost tree. Panel A reports the R2 of the different models. P5 (R2 (k)- R2 (k-1)) is the 5th percentile of the 
difference between the R2 of the augmented model in column k and the R2 of the model in table k-1. We use bootstrap resampling to calculate this statistic. Panel B presents 
the importance scores for the variables in the model. These scores are calculated as the sum of the improvement that can be attributed to a given variable at each node of the 
tree. Total variable importance takes into account the role of the variable as a surrogate, while the column primary splitter only takes into account the role of the variable as a 
primary splitter.  The analysis is based on a sample of 61,301 firm-months for the period January 1996 through to December 2012. 
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Table 8 
Pooled regression of credit spreads on theoretical credit spreads: constrained analysis 
OAS୧୲ ൌ αଵExret୧୲ ൅ αଶlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αଷ ହܲ,௜௧ ൅ ∑ α୩ାଷ୏୩ୀଵ CS஢ౡ,౟౪ ൅ ΓControl୧୲ ൅ ε୧୲                                        (6) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
Exret  -0.011*** -0.008*** -0.004 -0.011*** -0.008*** -0.006 -0.004 -0.004 -0.008*** -0.006** -0.007** 
 (-2.79) (-2.70) (-1.37) (-3.59) (-2.59) (-1.52) (-1.16) (-1.27) (-2.60) (-2.25) (-2.36) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** 
 (-6.30) (-6.38) (-6.14) (-8.16) (-8.02) (-5.62) (-6.35) (-6.19) (-7.89) (-7.79) (-7.85) 
Age  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 (1.19) (0.54) (0.33) (0.18) (-0.00) (1.32) (0.95) (0.87) (0.19) (0.26) (0.18) 
Duration  0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000* -0.000 -0.000* 
 (0.16) (-0.47) (-0.91) (-1.17) (-1.54) (-1.08) (-1.04) (-1.64) (-1.69) (-1.63) (-1.86) 
Pହ  -0.006 -0.003 -0.003 0.001 -0.000 -0.013*** -0.001 -0.004 -0.001 0.002 0.001 
 (-1.63) (-0.91) (-0.87) (0.27) (-0.11) (-3.17) (-0.27) (-1.03) (-0.37) (0.65) (0.27) 
Skew -0.014 -0.014* -0.013 -0.007 -0.007 -0.029*** -0.032*** -0.033*** -0.012 -0.017** -0.016* 
 (-1.58) (-1.68) (-1.60) (-0.84) (-0.82) (-3.52) (-3.82) (-3.96) (-1.44) (-2.08) (-1.91) 
Kurt 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.008** 0.010*** 0.010*** 0.002 0.005 0.004 
 (0.88) (0.94) (0.48) (0.41) (0.29) (2.25) (2.99) (3.05) (0.73) (1.41) (1.24) 
Rating  0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.003*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 
 (10.45) (10.64) (11.07) (10.14) (10.62) (12.40) (12.69) (11.98) (11.45) (11.60) (11.28) 
CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉  0.629***           
 (11.21)           
CS஢ు   0.692***          
  (13.90)          
CS஢౅    0.823***         
   (13.98)         
CS஢ఽಡ     0.657***        
    (12.69)        
CS஢ఽ౅ಡ       0.769***    0.627*** 0.501*** 0.546*** 
     (12.74)    (11.97) (10.18) (11.24) 
CS஢ూ        0.946***   0.247***   
      (10.22)   (3.61)   
CS஢ఽ౒ృ         0.742***   0.316***  
       (12.61)   (6.19)  
CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ          0.926***   0.336*** 
        (11.95)   (5.40) 
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nobs 51,546 51,546 51,546 51,546 50,909 51,546 51,546 51,546 50,909 50,909 50,909 
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Table 8 (cont.) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
R2 0.650 0.709 0.709 0.719 0.714 0.654 0.695 0.684 0.719 0.727 0.723 
R2(U) 0.579 0.579 0.657 0.528 0.566 0.453 0.495 0.495 0.567 0.573 0.573 
Included σ σ୉ σ୉ σ୍ σ୅ன σ୅ன୍  σ୊  σ୅୚ୋ σ୅୚ୋ σ஺ூன , σ୊  σ஺ூன , σ୅୚ୋ σ୅ன୍ , σ୅୚ୋ 
Vuong Z 15.1523 18.2888 9.2638 26.7268 20.0128 26.6899 22.4865 23.1572 20.4425 19.2422 19.4231 
p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 
This table presents the coefficients from the regression of observed credit spreads (ܱܣܵሻ	on theoretical credit spreads based on the different volatility measures 
(ܥܵఙ಼ሻ. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I and calculation of theoretical credit spreads is described in Appendix II. Standard errors are clustered by 
firm and month. R2(U) is the R2 from the estimation of equation (8) with the volatility measures included in each of the constrained specifications (Included σ).  
Regressions are based on a sample of 51,546 firm-months for the period June 1999 through to December 2012 (we lose the part of the sample to ensure that our 
bankruptcy forecasts are ‘out of sample’). 
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Table 9 
Binary recursive partitioning analysis: CDS spreads (constrained analysis) 
Panel A: Predictive ability 
 (1) (2) (3) 
Variables 
	Exret, lnሺEሻ , ܣ݃݁, ܱܣܦ, ହܲ	 
  Skew, Kurt, CSσAIω  
Exret, lnሺEሻ , ܣ݃݁, ܱܣܦ, ହܲ, 
Skew, Kurt, CS஢ఽ౅ಡ , ܥܵఙಷ  ܥܵఙ಺ೂೃ, ܥܵఙಷಶುೄ, ܥܵఙಾಲೃಸ಺ಿ, ܥܵఙ೅ೆೃಿೀೇಶೃ 
ܥܵఙೀ಺ಸೃೀೈ೅ಹ, ܥܵఙೄಲಽಶೄಸೃೀೈ೅ಹ 
Exret, lnሺEሻ , ܣ݃݁, ܱܣܦ, ହܲ, 
Skew, Kurt, CS஢ఽ౅ಡ ,	ܥܵఙಷ ܥܵఙ಺ೂೃ, ܥܵఙಷಶುೄ, ܥܵఙಾಲೃಸ಺ಿ, ܥܵఙ೅ೆೃಿೀೇಶೃ 
ܥܵఙೀ಺ಸೃೀೈ೅ಹ, ܥܵఙೄಲಽಶೄಸೃೀೈ೅ಹ, Rating 
R2 (Learning sample) 0.8946 0.9121 0.9309 
R2(Test sample) 0.7713 0.7950 0.8212 
P5(R2(k)- R2(k-1))  0.0112 0.0143 
 
Panel B: Variable importance 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Total Primary 
Splitters 
Total Primary 
Splitters 
Total Primary 
Splitters 
Exret  12.23 1.20 2.15 0.81 2.14 0.78 
lnሺEሻ  56.56 17.68 20.80 24.14 24.14 15.11 
Age  7.54 3.77 7.90 7.60 6.95 7.63 
Duration  18.39 11.33 11.91 9.74 10.29 9.58 
CS஢ఽ౅ಡ   100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
ହܲ  25.24 4.21 5.95 2.46 7.41 2.15 Skew  6.54 1.87 4.00 2.14 3.99 2.27 
Kurt  6.97 1.59 4.42 1.31 3.72 1.66 
Rating      24.57 28.76 
CS஢ూ     71.45 3.52 67.26 4.73 CS஢౅్౎     83.79 30.00 81.33 33.67 
CS஢ూుౌ౏     1.33 0.95 1.17 0.82 CS஢౉ఽ౎ృ౅ొ      77.63 1.65 71.42 1.15 CS஢౐౑౎ొో౒ు౎      75.05 1.39 71.68 2.98 CS஢ో౅ృ౎ో౓౐ౄ      94.33 10.56 91.88 11.27 CS஢౏ఽైు౏ృ౎ో౓౐ౄ      10.55 3.33 9.72 2.27 
This table reports the results of a binary recursive partitioning analysis of the one-year ahead probability of bankruptcy. We use  the Classification and Regression 
Trees methodology (CART) (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone, 1984) to create a decision tree that explains credit spreads. We follow the GINI rule to choose 
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the optimal split at each node of the tree. Based on this approach, we generate the maximal tree and a set of sub-trees. We then use 10-fold cross validation to 
estimate the area under the ROC curve (AUC) for the different sub-trees and retain the minimum cost tree. Panel A reports the R2 of the different models. P5 (R2 (k)- 
R2 (k-1)) is the 5th percentile of the difference between the R2 of the augmented model in column k and the R2 of the model in column k-1. We use bootstrap 
resampling to calculate this statistic. Panel B presents the importance scores for the variables in the model. These scores are calculated as the sum of the 
improvement that can be attributed to a given variable at each node of the tree. Total variable importance takes into account the role of the variable as a surrogate, 
while the column primary splitter only takes into account the role of the variable as a primary splitter.  The analysis is based on a sample of 51,748 firm-months for 
the period January 1996 through to December 2012.  
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Table 10 
Predictive return regressions  
ܴܧ ௜ܶ,௧ା௞ ൌ ߙ௧ ൅ ߚ஼ோ௏	ெ௔௥௞௘௧,௧ܥܴܸ	ܯܽݎ݇݁ݐ௜,௧ ൅ ߚ஼ோ௏	஺௖௖௢௨௡௧௜௡௚,௧ܥܴܸ	ܣܿܿ݋ݑ݊ݐ݅݊ ௜݃,௧ ൅ ߚெைெௌ,௧ܯܱܯ ௜ܵ,௧ ൅ ߚெைெ௅,௧ܯܱܯܮ௜,௧ ൅
ߚ஻்ெ,௧ܤܶܯ௜,௧ ൅ ߚௌூ௓ா,௧ܵܫܼܧ௜,௧ ൅ ߚா/௉,௧ܧ/ ௜ܲ,௧ ൅ ߚ஻ா்஺,௧ܤܧܶܣ௜,௧        (7) 
 
Panel A: Risk [െ݈݊ሺܱܣܵሻ] weighted 
 # months Average 
# bonds 
ߙ ߚ஼ோ௏	ெ௔௥௞௘௧ ߚ஼ோ௏	஺௖௖௢௨௡௧௜௡௚ ߚெைெௌ ߚெைெ௅ ߚ஻்ெ ߚௌூ௓ா  ߚா/௉ ߚ஻ா்஺ Adj R2 
t+1 163 351 -0.0237 0.0190 0.0588 2.6205 3.9564 -0.0430 -0.0088 0.0807 0.0740 0.16 
   (-0.07) (1.15) (3.71) (9.93) (4.47) (-0.62) (-0.33) (0.26) (1.12)  
t+2 163 348 0.0600 0.0125 0.0616 0.9557 2.6036 -0.0630 -0.0206 0.2433 0.0206 0.14 
   (0.17) (0.67) (4.1) (3.95) (2.62) (-0.87) (-0.77) (0.81) (0.28)  
t+3 162 344 0.1103 0.0019 0.0568 0.5388 1.6243 -0.0287 -0.0196 -0.0071 0.0064 0.13 
   (0.3) (0.1) (3.7) (2) (1.61) (-0.38) (-0.71) (-0.02) (0.09)  
t+4 161 340 0.1185 0.0188 0.0415 0.4194 1.5893 -0.0482 -0.0216 -0.0311 -0.0244 0.13 
   (0.34) (1.06) (3.23) (1.37) (1.67) (-0.61) (-0.83) (-0.11) (-0.3)  
t+5 160 336 0.2149 0.0212 0.0413 0.2463 0.9646 -0.0088 -0.0328 0.0275 -0.0319 0.12 
   (0.6) (1.17) (3.01) (0.84) (1.05) (-0.11) (-1.23) (0.1) (-0.39)  
t+6 159 332 0.2496 0.0238 0.0422 0.2301 0.1201 -0.0319 -0.0392 0.1366 -0.0392 0.12 
   (0.71) (1.46) (2.89) (0.77) (0.13) (-0.4) (-1.48) (0.49) (-0.41)  
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Panel B: Value weighted 
 # months Average 
# bonds 
ߙ ߚ஼ோ௏	ெ௔௥௞௘௧ ߚ஼ோ௏	஺௖௖௢௨௡௧௜௡௚ ߚெைெௌ ߚெைெ௅ ߚ஻்ெ ߚௌூ௓ா  ߚா/௉ ߚ஻ா்஺ Adj 
R2 
t+1 163 351 -0.0800 -0.0110 0.0785 3.1912 4.4433 -0.0724 0.0082 -0.0614 0.0823 0.22 
   (-0.2) (-0.45) (3.44) (7.3) (3.17) (-0.58) (0.26) (-0.18) (0.86)  
t+2 163 348 -0.0203 -0.0043 0.0834 0.7900 2.8486 -0.1186 -0.0101 0.1551 0.0727 0.20 
   (-0.05) (-0.18) (3.96) (2.07) (2.1) (-0.99) (-0.31) (0.47) (0.7)  
t+3 162 344 0.1244 -0.0190 0.0843 0.7640 1.2793 -0.1055 -0.0150 -0.1904 0.0299 0.19 
   (0.3) (-0.79) (4.05) (1.59) (0.88) (-0.94) (-0.45) (-0.55) (0.26)  
t+4 161 340 0.1570 -0.0092 0.0695 0.1942 1.7631 -0.1400 -0.0157 -0.1607 -0.0213 0.19 
   (0.41) (-0.38) (3.56) (0.44) (1.3) (-1.13) (-0.49) (-0.46) (-0.17)  
t+5 160 336 0.2527 0.0056 0.0606 0.1659 1.4191 -0.0595 -0.0282 -0.1474 -0.0522 0.18 
   (0.62) (0.24) (3.1) (0.36) (1.06) (-0.5) (-0.89) (-0.46) (-0.42)  
t+6 159 332 0.2342 0.0105 0.0630 0.5931 0.7594 -0.0643 -0.0305 -0.0101 -0.0799 0.17 
   (0.58) (0.45) (2.71) (1.3) (0.56) (-0.62) (-0.95) (-0.03) (-0.58)  
We estimate equation (7) for each month in the sample, for k=1 to 6, i.e., using the one to six months ahead returns as dependent variable. The equation is estimated 
using weighted least squares  with the weights computed as -݈݊ሺܥ ௜ܵ,௧ሻ in Panel A, and the bond’s amount outstanding scaled by the total amount outstanding of all 
bonds. Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I. 
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Table 11 
Robustness : 5 year CDS spread analysis 
 
CDS5Y୧୲ ൌ αଵln ቀ୚౟౪ଡ଼౟౪ቁ ൅ αଶExret୧୲ ൅ αଷlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αସPହ,௜௧ ൅ αହRating௜௧ ൅ ∑ α୩ାହσ୩,୧୲
୏୩ୀଵ ൅ ε୧୲	  (8) 
CDS5Y୧୲ ൌ αଵExret୧୲ ൅ αଶlnሺE୧୲ሻ ൅ αଷPହ,௜௧ ൅ α4Rating݅ݐ ൅ ∑ α୩ାସ୏୩ୀଵ CS஢ౡ,౟౪ ൅ ε୧୲        (9) 
 
Panel A: Unconstrained analysis 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
ln ቀ୚ଡ଼ቁ  -0.006*** -0.007*** 0.001 -0.002 -0.005*** -0.002 0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.002 -0.004*** -0.004*** -0.005*** -0.003*** (-3.84) (-5.49) (0.65) (-1.05) (-3.16) (-1.11) (0.57) (0.40) (-0.28) (0.67) (-3.73) (-3.68) (-4.12) (-2.87) 
Exret  -0.034** 0.006 -0.037*** -0.024 -0.023 -0.026 -0.037*** -0.037*** -0.036*** -0.034** -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.007*** 
 (-2.27) (0.97) (-2.89) (-1.44) (-1.49) (-1.46) (-3.00) (-3.00) (-3.05) (-2.35) (-0.96) (-0.96) (-0.95) (-2.94) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.000 0.001 -0.003** -0.003 -0.002 0.001 -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.002*** -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 0.000 
 (-0.01) (1.27) (-2.46) (-1.64) (-1.27) (0.39) (-2.81) (-2.99) (-2.76) (-2.62) (-0.49) (-0.49) (-0.44) (0.33) 
Pହ  0.002 0.011 -0.008 -0.024 -0.041* -0.027 -0.009 -0.011 -0.019 -0.021 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.005 
 (0.11) (1.36) (-0.51) (-1.11) (-1.68) (-1.27) (-0.49) (-0.62) (-0.94) (-1.13) (1.47) (1.38) (0.63) (1.33) 
Skew -0.002 -0.038 0.044 -0.011 -0.021 -0.004 0.044 0.044 0.038 0.053 -0.012 -0.012 -0.013 -0.011 
 (-0.04) (-1.54) (0.93) (-0.22) (-0.45) (-0.06) (0.92) (0.91) (0.86) (0.96) (-0.58) (-0.58) (-0.66) (-0.67) 
Kurt 0.001 0.015 -0.018 0.003 0.022 -0.001 -0.019 -0.019 -0.010 -0.025 0.005 0.005 0.008 0.004 
 (0.04) (1.52) (-0.90) (0.14) (1.17) (-0.02) (-0.88) (-0.88) (-0.56) (-1.00) (0.56) (0.56) (0.97) (0.58) 
Rating  0.002*** 0.002*** 0.001 0.005*** 0.005*** 0.004*** 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001** 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000* 
 (3.92) (4.12) (1.33) (6.76) (7.46) (5.95) (1.50) (1.32) (1.51) (2.20) (1.35) (1.35) (1.40) (1.74) 
σ୉  0.112***      -0.004 -0.006 -0.011 -0.029     
 (6.48)      (-0.26) (-0.38) (-0.60) (-1.14)     
σ୍   0.127***         0.075*** 0.075*** 0.072*** 0.063*** 
  (10.11)         (6.55) (6.50) (6.30) (4.42) 
σୈ    0.408***    0.414*** 0.415*** 0.407*** 0.421*** 0.223*** 0.223*** 0.220*** 0.225*** 
   (5.15)    (4.34) (4.36) (4.39) (3.49) (5.01) (5.00) (5.00) (4.69) 
σ୊      0.019**    0.009**    0.000   
    (2.49)    (2.13)    (0.05)   
σ୍୕ୖ      0.311***    0.136**    0.054**  
     (3.61)    (2.13)    (2.01)  
σ୊୉୔ୗ       0.017    0.014    0.001 
      (1.42)    (1.44)    (0.40) 
Month Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nobs 27,564 27,025 27,564 27,564 27,564 20,202 27,564 27,564 27,564 20,202 27,025 27,025 27,025 20,046 
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Panel B: Constrained analysis 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
Exret  0.002 0.002 0.005 -0.004 -0.001 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.000 0.002 0.001 
 (0.20) (0.26) (0.71) (-0.86) (-0.19) (1.12) (1.20) (1.20) (0.09) (0.33) (0.22) 
lnሺEሻ  -0.001 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002* -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
 (-0.81) (-0.37) (-0.29) (-1.30) (-1.28) (-1.78) (-1.51) (-1.43) (-1.28) (-1.16) (-1.17) 
Pହ  0.009 0.013 0.013 0.016* 0.016* 0.003 0.017** 0.014 0.015* 0.019** 0.017** 
 (0.97) (1.54) (1.54) (1.92) (1.80) (0.34) (2.00) (1.62) (1.75) (2.28) (2.09) 
Skew -0.039 -0.037 -0.038 -0.029 -0.028 -0.048* -0.055** -0.057** -0.030 -0.036* -0.034* 
 (-1.38) (-1.48) (-1.64) (-1.37) (-1.32) (-1.94) (-2.57) (-2.47) (-1.48) (-1.86) (-1.72) 
Kurt  0.018* 0.017** 0.017** 0.015** 0.015** 0.020** 0.023*** 0.025*** 0.015** 0.017*** 0.017** 
 (1.85) (1.98) (2.11) (2.13) (2.07) (2.34) (2.98) (2.99) (2.21) (2.58) (2.51) 
Rating  0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 
 (6.72) (7.80) (8.52) (8.95) (9.21) (9.11) (8.67) (8.29) (9.00) (8.70) (8.66) 
CS஢ు୆୅ୗ୉  1.030***           
 (7.35)           
CS஢ు   1.152***          
  (7.86)          
CS஢౅    1.055***         
   (7.60)         
CS஢ఽಡ     0.916***        
    (6.76)        
CS஢ఽ౅ಡ       0.831***    0.746*** 0.631*** 0.693*** 
     (6.70)    (5.00) (4.63) (4.55) 
CS஢ూ        1.132***   0.238**   
      (5.60)   (2.04)   
CS஢ఽ౒ృ         1.075***   0.404***  
       (7.10)   (4.46)  
CS୔ୖ୓୆ఽ౒ృ          1.389***   0.393*** 
        (7.07)   (2.69) 
Month FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nobs 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 19,005 
R2 0.422 0.469 0.492 0.532 0.542 0.457 0.500 0.481 0.544 0.552 0.547 
R2(U) 0.422 0.422 0.480 0.358 0.364 0.356 0.360 0.360 0.366 0.368   0.368 
Included σ σ୉ σ୉ σ୍ σ୅ன σ୅ன୍  σ୊  σ୅୚ୋ σ୅୚ୋ σ୅ன୍ , σ୊  σ୅ன୍ , σ୅୚ୋ σ୅ன୍ , σ୅୚ୋ 
Vuong Z -0.1174 4.3424 2.0007 6.2872 6.4524 5.3749 5.5930 5.6087 6.2833 6.1188 6.2051 
p-value 0.9066 <0.0001 0.0454 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 
This table presents the results from the regression of 5-year CDS spreads (CDS5Y )on different volatility measures (Panel A) and on theoretical credit spreads based 
on the different volatility measures (ܥܵఙ಼ሻ (Panel B). Variable definitions are provided in Appendix I and calculation of theoretical credit spreads is described in 
Appendix II. Standard errors are clustered by firm and month.  Regressions are based on a sample of 27,564 (Panel A) 19,005 (Panel B) firm-months for the period 
January 2004 through to December 2012 where we have available CDS data. 
